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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:
SEPTEMBER 2005

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 2005

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC
The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room 1334,

Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton,
Chairman of the Joint Economic Committee, presiding.

Representatives present: Representatives Saxton, English,
Paul, Maloney, and Sanchez.

Senator present: Senator Reed.
Staff present: Chris Frenze, Robert Keleher, Colleen J. Healy,

John Kachtik, Brian Higginbotham, Chad Stone, and Matt
Salomon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN,
A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW JERSEY

Representative Saxton. Good morning. I would like to welcome
Deputy Commissioner Rones, from the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
and his colleagues before the committee this morning to discuss the
September employment data. As we all know, both the household
and establishment measures of employment in September have
been affected by Hurricane Katrina. The catastrophic impact of
Katrina on the Gulf Coast has caused a tragic loss of life and wide-
spread destruction of property and businesses. Many of the affected
businesses either have been unable to reopen or have only partially
recovered and do not have the resources to continue to meet pay-
rolls at previous levels. As a result, employment was essentially
unchanged in September as measured by both employment sur-
veys.

According to the establishment survey, payroll employment
shows an apparent decline of 35,000 in September, but this is not
a statistically meaningful number. Household survey employment
was also statistically unchanged. The unemployment rate edged up
by two-tenths of a percent in December. It is likely the effects of
the hurricanes will affect the employment data for the next several
months. The hurricanes will also temporarily reduce the rate of
economic growth in the second half of 2005.

According to the Congressional Budget Office, the hurricanes will
reduce the rate of economic growth by about a half a percentage
point in the second half of the year. Some forecasters expect that
reconstruction in the Gulf region will boost economic activity in the
next year. The National Association for Business Economics survey
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projects that the economy will still grow at a rate exceeding 3 per-
cent in both 2005 and 2006. Unfortunately, the upward trend in
employment growth was disrupted in September and may take a
few months to fully recover. Nonetheless, the data reported today
demonstrate a resilience in the U.S. economy in absorbing yet an-
other severe shock.

The Federal Government has responded to the hurricanes by pro-
viding $62 billion in disaster aid in addition to other Federal as-
sistance triggered under a variety of programs. Others have sought
as much as $250 billion in disaster aid, an amount viewed as exces-
sive by many, including the Washington Post editorial page. The
Congress will devote much time in the coming months to finding
the right policy mix needed for the recovery of the Gulf Coast. Tax
and regulatory relief for the employers and employees devastated
by the hurricane should certainly be a part of the response.

Mrs. Maloney, do you have an opening statement?
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the

Submissions for the Record on page 16]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CAROLYN B. MALONEY,
A U.S REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK

Representative Maloney. Yes, thank you very much. I know
that Senator Reed is voting, and he will be here and he does have
a statement. I would like very much to welcome Deputy Commis-
sioner Rones and his staff.

I know that you must have been faced with an incredible chal-
lenge in producing this month's jobs report. It must have been in-
credibly hard. I commend you for overcoming the difficult cir-
cumstances you must have encountered.

This month's employment report is obviously very dominated by
Katrina, and it is impossible to know what it would have looked
like without the hurricanes. The net loss of 35,000 jobs is well
below what many analysts were predicting, so I am wondering if
we have yet seen the full impact of the hurricanes in our job loss
and in our job data.

I do know that prior to Katrina, American workers were still
waiting to see the benefits of the economic recovery. Job growth
was sluggish, there was hidden unemployment, real wages were
stagnating, and wage and income inequality was on the rise, which
I find tremendously troubling.

I believe this trend is very bad for our country, and I would wel-
come any comments by you on what we can do to try to adjust it.
I hope the Bush administration is paying attention to these trends
and will begin to address the growing economic insecurity that is
felt by many American workers.

I thank you for your time, and I really look forward to your state-
ments. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Representative Maloney appears in
the Submissions for the Record on page 17]

Representative Saxton. Mr. Rones, we are anxious to hear
your report this morning, so why don't you go ahead?
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STATEMENT OF PHILIP RONES, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Mr. Rones. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee,
thank you for the opportunity to discuss the September employ-
ment and unemployment statistics that we released this morning.
Commissioner Utgoff was under the weather this week, and she
sends her regrets.

Nonfarm payroll employment was little changed. It was down
35,000 in September, and the unemployment rate increased from
4.9 to 5.1 percent. September labor market developments reflected
both the impact of Hurricane Katrina and ongoing job market
trends. Over the 12-month period prior to September, nonfarm em-
ployment increased by an average of 194,000 per month, and the
unemployment rate trended down from 5.4 to 4.9 percent.

Before looking at the data in greater detail, I would like to brief-
ly review the extraordinary efforts that the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, the Census Bureau and our State partners undertook to obtain
information from our sample establishments and households in the
areas affected by Hurricane Katrina.

The hurricane struck the Gulf Coast on August 29th, prior to the
reference periods for our September surveys. The severity and
scope of the damage led us to carefully evaluate our data collection
and estimation procedures. As a result, we modified some aspects
of survey operations, and we announced those changes 2 weeks
ago. We did not alter the concept or the definitions for either sur-
vey. In the payroll survey, employed persons are those who receive
pay for any part of the pay period that includes the 12th day of
the month. Therefore, people who were on payrolls in the after-
math of Hurricane Katrina were counted as employed even if they
were absent from work. In the household survey, employed persons
include those who are temporarily absent from their jobs, whether
they were paid or not. To be classified as unemployed, persons
must be actively looking for work and be available to take a job.

In the establishment survey, BLS and our State partners worked
especially hard to contact respondents in hurricane-affected areas
in September. We also modified our estimation procedures so that
businesses that were closed following the storm, as well as firms
that were still operating, would be better represented in the esti-
mates. In the household survey, Census Bureau interviewers
worked under difficult conditions to interview sample households in
the Gulf Coast. Interviews were not conducted in the two parishes
that were under mandatory evacuation orders. These extra steps
undoubtedly helped us to get a better picture of the national labor
market situation for September.

Turning to the data from our payroll survey, one way to roughly
gauge the impact of the hurricane on job growth in September is
to compare the over-the-month employment change with the
monthly average for the prior year. The change recorded for Sep-
tember, a loss of 35,000 jobs, is about 230,000 less than the aver-
age monthly gain over the previous 12 months. Using this simple
approach to gauge the hurricane impact assumes that in the ab-
sence of the storm, employment growth would have followed its re-
cent trend. To test that assumption, we constructed a rough esti-
mate of the change in payroll employment from August to Sep-
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tember, excluding all the sample units in the disaster areas. This
exercise showed that total nonfarm employment would have in-
creased by an amount in line with the prior year's average. We will
know more about the hurricane's impact when local employment
estimates become available later this month.

As we look at the official September data for specific industries,
I would note that job losses in the storm-related areas may have
been offset or exacerbated by developments in the rest of the econ-
omy. In September, retail trade employment overall was down
88,000. There was a particularly large employment decline in food
and beverage stores. Much of this decline reflects industry restruc-
turing and associated store closures unrelated to the hurricane. In
leisure and hospitality, the job total fell by 80,000 in September in
part due to the hurricane. There were large losses in food services
and drinking places, and in amusement, gambling, and recreation
establishments.

Employment in professional and business services increased by
52,000 over the month, with a large gain in temporary help serv-
ices. The employment increase in temporary help services for Sep-
tember was more than twice as large as the average monthly gain
for the prior 12 months. It is possible that some of the September
growth was due to the hiring of workers to assist in post-hurricane
recovery efforts.

Health care added 37,000 jobs over the month, continuing its
long-term growth. Employment also continued to trend up in finan-
cial activities.

In the goods-producing sector of the economy, construction added
23,000 jobs in September, equal to the average monthly gain for
the prior year. Manufacturing employment was down by 27,000.
Much of the decline reflected a strike in the aerospace industry
that took 18,000 workers off payrolls.

Turning to some of the major labor market indicators from our
household survey, the number of unemployed persons rose by
270,000 over the month, and the jobless rate increased from 4.9 to
5.1 percent. Most of the increase in unemployment occurred among
job losers, and the labor force participation rate held at 66.2 per-
cent in September.

In summary, payroll employment was little changed in Sep-
tember, and the unemployment rate rose to 5.1 percent. It is clear
that Hurricane Katrina adversely affected labor market conditions
in September. However, we cannot quantify precisely the overall ef-
fects of the disaster and its aftermath on the September employ-
ment and unemployment figures. We hope to get additional insight
as more data becomes available.

Of course, my colleagues and I would now be glad to answer any
of your questions.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mr. Rones.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rones appears in the Submis-

sions for the Record on page 19]
Representative Saxton. Senator Reed was delayed by a vote in

the Senate this morning, so he has asked that he be granted some
time here to give his opening statement. So we will proceed with
your opening statement.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JACK REED, RANKING
MINORITY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator Reed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much. Again I
apologize. We had a vote on the defense appropriations bill, which
is something that no one can miss.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman. This is a very important hear-
ing because it is our first look at the jobs data that begins to reflect
the impact of Hurricane Katrina. I want to commend Deputy Com-
missioner Rones and all of the members of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics for producing this month's employment statistics under
truly extraordinary circumstances. Thank you very much.

Obviously, this month's employment report is dominated by the
devastating impact of Hurricane Katrina on the gulf coast. The
human costs were tragic and the property losses staggering. For
the economy as a whole, the net job losses in September were
35,000. That is substantially below what markets were expecting,
which may reflect the difficulty we face in getting a clear picture
of the impact of the hurricane on employment.

We don't know what this month's employment report would have
looked like without Katrina, but we do know that prior to Katrina,
the labor market was still feeling the effects of the most protracted
job slump in decades. The growth in payroll and employment since
job losses peaked in May 2003 has been modest by the standards
of most economic recoveries, and we haven't seen very many
months of truly healthy job growth.

Although the unemployment rate has come down, it is still con-
siderably higher than the 4 percent rate achieved in the expansion
of the 1990s. There is evidence of hidden unemployment, with labor
force participation and the fraction of the population with a job still
at depressed levels.

And finally, of course, there is the disappointing performance of
wages. The typical worker's earnings are not keeping up with their
rising living expenses. Gasoline prices have been high, and home
heating costs are expected to be substantially higher this winter
than they were last winter. The real wage gains we have seen in
the past year or so have been concentrated in the upper reaches
of the wage distribution, while real earnings in the middle or lower
portions of the distributions are falling.

I am troubled by the fact that President Bush wasted little time
exercising his power to lift a Federal law governing workers' pay
on Federal contracts in the hurricane-ravaged areas. That provi-
sion, known as the Davis-Bacon Act, requires Federal contractors
to pay the prevailing or average wage in the region. According to
the Department of Labor, the prevailing wage for construction
labor is about $10 an hour in New Orleans, where last year the
overall poverty rate was about 2 percentage points higher than the
national average, and 25 percent of children lived in poverty.

It is certainly hard to take seriously the President's rhetoric
about wanting to lift families out of poverty while legitimizing sub-
par wages for workers rebuilding their communities on the gulf
coast. The Davis-Bacon wage protection for workers should be re-
stored immediately.

The American economy is resilient and forecasters expect that re-
construction efforts in the wake of the gulf hurricanes will stimu-
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late the recovery in jobs from the depressed levels we see in this
month's job report. I hope they are right. But I also hope that
President Bush knows that many American workers do not feel
they are part of the economic recovery. That was reflected in the
Conference Board's consumer confidence index which dropped by
17.9 percent last month, its largest decline since October of 1990,
and the University of Michigan's index of consumer sentiment,
which posted its largest drop since December 1980. Economic inse-
curity is not just growing, it is becoming palpable.

I look forward to Deputy Commissioner Rones' statement and
further discussion of the September employment situation. I thank
the Chairman for allowing me these words. Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submis-

sions for the Record on page 50]
Representative Saxton. Mr. Rones, when I received word of

the announced data this morning, I was somewhat surprised. I an-
ticipated that there would be significant loss of employment due to
the hurricanes, which I believe goes without saying, actually oc-
curred. Yet we saw a loss of employment nationwide of only 35,000
jobs which is, as I noted earlier, statistically insignificant.

The question is this: If we lost hundreds of thousands of jobs,
then what accounts for the mild, statistically insignificant measure
of job losses?

Mr. Rones. The best way to look at the job loss is not just look-
ing at that net loss of 35,000. It is really looking at the difference
between that and what we would have normally expected to get
based on recent trends.

A simple calculation of that tells us that we were about 230,000
below the normal trend. That is probably a better measure of the
hurricane effects. We also have to keep in mind that there were
quite a number of particularly larger companies that continued to
pay people. So even though those people were displaced from their
jobs, by our definitions they were still employed because they were
still on employer payrolls. Clearly, we are seeing a substantial hur-
ricane effect in our data.

Representative Saxton. And while we are seeing a substantial
hurricane effect, what could be said about the job growth picture
or job loss picture nationwide?

Mr. Rones. What we were able to do is run our employment
data, leaving out the establishments from the hurricane-affected
area. So basically we are looking at what happened in the rest of
the country as kind of a baseline. In fact, the employment grew
right on trend, roughly 200,000 or so for the month of September,
which was pretty much what we were getting before the hurricane.

Representative Saxton. Is the level of September payroll em-
ployment statistically different from that of August?

Mr. Rones. The level is not. That is, the decline of 35,000 is not
statistically significant. Again, in this special circumstance, I would
look at it differently. I would say that compared to what we would
have gotten-and again our estimate for the rest of the economy
gives us a good foundation for that-we were about 230,000 down.
A change like that would clearly be statistically significant.
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Representative Saxton. The same could be said about the
household employment levels?

Mr. Rones. The household employment is essentially unchanged.
Representative Saxton. Does the data reported today suggest

that the underlying trend in job growth continues, if one were to
set aside the temporary effects of the hurricane versus a follow-on
to my original question?

Mr. Rones. Yes. I think that is definitely the case. I think that
is what we see in the remainder of the country, a continuation of
recent trends.

Representative Saxton. Were you able to see any data that
give any insight into the continuing effects of the hurricanes in the
region affected?

Mr. Rones. Certainly in the employment data that we have on
hand, we see effects across the industry range. When we get the
State data, which will be available in 2 weeks, we will have a much
better view of the geographically isolated effects.

We were able to take a cursory look at the firm-specific data in
this region, and clearly we are seeing disemployment effects across
the industry range.

Representative Saxton. Have you been able to look at it on a
state-by-state basis-I suspect that Louisiana and Mississippi were
the States with the most difficult situation-and talk a little bit
about that for us?

Mr. Rones. Again, the official data for the States won't be avail-
able for 2 weeks. The State analysts have spent some time review-
ing all the data for their States specifically. But from our national
sample, we are able to take a cursory look at the State data. Again,
it is clear that the weakness is isolated in those States. I am talk-
ing specifically about our payroll employment data.

Representative Saxton. Could you highlight industry data in
today's report that seem to have been significantly affected by the
hurricane?

Mr. Rones. When we do that exercise where we look at the rest
of the economy, that is, geographically, the rest of the Nation, as
compared to the hurricane-affected areas, we see declines across
the board. Some of things that show up in the national statistics
that I talked about in my statement would be, for instance, the lei-
sure and hospitality industry might be partly a result of that.

On the flip side, some of the growth in temporary help might be
the first signs that some temporary workers are on duty in Lou-
isiana and Mississippi doing some of the recovery work.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. One more question. Have
you noticed on an industry-by-industry basis the effects on the oil
and gas extraction industry?

Mr. Rones. Let me get those numbers for you.
Representative Saxton. Sure.
Mr. Rones. Employment in oil and gas extraction was up 1,000.

That may be partly due to the payment status of employees, even
on those rigs that were closed, many of those people may have been
paid.

Representative Saxton. So you don't really know whether that
1,000 gross is a real number or whether it is because people have
just remained on payrolls?
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Mr. Rones. Right. It doesn't necessarily reflect how many people
are actually on duty. What it does reflect is their payment status.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. Mr. Reed.
Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And again, Commissioner Rones and your colleagues, you are

doing an exceptional job under very difficult circumstances, and I
thank you for that.

I just want to probe, if I could, some of the methods you had to
adopt to come up with these statistics and see what biases might
be included in that approach. As I understand it, businesses that
did not respond to the payroll survey were treated as having zero
employment. What bias might that lead to in terms of over- or
undercounting?

Mr. Rones. The businesses that would have been treated that
way are just those in the most affected areas: The places that were
under water, the places that were evacuated, the places that had
extreme damage. So our assumption was that those people were
not working, even if we didn't get a report. It seemed like quite a
reasonable assumption. We didn't carry that assumption to the re-
mainder of the disaster counties or other areas in those States. So
while the bias from that would be a potential upward bias, we did
as much as we could to contact those firms. If we were unable to
do that, we tried to actually get secondary sources, even through
the Internet, as to whether those companies were working or
whether they were paying their employees. So despite the potential
bias that you mentioned, I think we were probably able to do a
pretty good job of estimation.

Senator Reed. Going to a related issue, there are some busi-
nesses that were keeping people on the payroll at least tempo-
rarily, although there was no work because of the conditions in
their company. And those workers might not ultimately go back to
work, but at least in the short run they are being kept on the pay-
rolls.

That could understate the negative job impacts of the storm, and
that is another potential bias. How have you tried to deal with
that, Commissioner?

Mr. Rones. We have maintained our concepts, so in these data,
we are reflecting the payroll status. What you will see is, in coming
months, those effects will show up. As an example, we have had
some announcements from some of the government entities in the
New Orleans area, where they have kept people on payrolls, that
they will cut back. So we will pick that up in future months.

Senator Reed. So in this situation, these numbers will poten-
tially get worse as companies who, in the immediate shock of the
storm, maintained employment, now are realizing they can't, and
New Orleans is a good example?

Mr. Rones. It will definitely go both ways. At the same time
that people are being let go because their companies or the govern-
ment agencies can't pay them anymore, other companies will be
coming back on line as their electricity comes back and services are
restored. So how that washes out, it is hard to predict. But there
will be factors that go both ways.

Senator Reed. Now, with respect to the household survey, you
indicated very clearly that you could not conduct interviews in Jef-
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ferson and New Orleans Parish. And the procedure to make up for
that lack of information was to survey in other parishes?

Mr. Rones. No. What we did in our household survey was basi-
cally keep with our normal estimation procedures. And it doesn't
work particularly well for this disaster because the way it works
is, other people who did report end up representing those who
didn't.

In the payroll survey, we were able to make reasonable assump-
tions about the status of people. We talked about if a firm is shut
down in a disaster area that is under water, we can say that they
weren't employed. That is a reasonable assumption. But the house-
hold survey concepts make it difficult for us to do that. So if you
lost your job down there, how are we going to classify you next
month? Are you unemployed? Well, we don't know whether you are
looking for work because we don't know where you are. And you
have to be actively looking for work to be classified that way.

Chances are many of those people at the time of the survey
would have been out of the labor force; that is, they were taking
care of family business or taking care of household problems. They
were not actively looking for work. They were not available for
work. And finally, others may have viewed their job loss as tem-
porary, so they expect to be recalled. Under our concept, those peo-
ple would have been employed.

So we just had no good basis to simply assign a labor force status
for the people that we didn't get information for.

Senator Reed. So for the household survey, you are much less
confident about the accuracy versus the payroll survey?

Mr. Rones. I think that is a fair statement. What I would sug-
gest, though, for those who are interested in unemployment, is to
look at the unemployment insurance claims data. Now, normally
we would say that the claims are far more restrictive a concept
than our total unemployment. That is always the case.

But the Department of Labor has expanded its eligibility require-
ments for people who might not otherwise have qualified for unem-
ployment insurance. And, in fact, what we see is, that leading up
to the hurricane we had weekly claims of about 320,000 each week,
and it was pretty stable. If you look at the last 4 weeks, the De-
partment of Labor data showed that claims have been at least
300,000 higher than we would have expected. And so that is a rea-
sonable gauge of unemployment, probably a better gauge than we
can get from our household surveys.

Senator Reed. And with that gauge, what would be the unem-
ployment rate-do you have it off the top of your head?

Mr. Rones. Well, if there was an increase of 300,000 in unem-
ployment, it would raise the rate two-tenths

Senator Reed. So that number would be 5.3?
Mr. Rones. Well, we are reporting 5.1, but we are probably pick-

ing up some of that unemployment. So perhaps it could have gone
up a tenth, but that is speculation on our part.

Senator Reed. Let me just quickly turn to another issue. I know
this is an employment hearing, but the BLS also is collecting price
information. One of the questions that the Chairman alluded to is
the effect of the storms not just on employment in the energy sec-
tor, but on energy prices. It is my assumption and. presumption
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that energy prices were accelerating well in advance of Katrina,
and I would sense-I would ask if that is accurate.

And second, what is your notion of how Katrina will affect these
energy prices overall.

The final point, how will that contribute to the CPI? If you have
any thoughts.

Mr. Rones. I will ask Dr. Greenlees to answer that.
Senator Reed. Thank you.
Dr. Greenlees. Well, on the question of whether energy prices

were accelerating prior to the hurricane, that is certainly correct.
The most recent data in the Consumer Price Index, which is our

most broad measure of inflation, are for August. We will publish
the September CPI data on October 14th.

But through August of this year, energy prices facing consumers
have been increasing at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 25.7
percent. So that is significantly higher than in recent years.

On the question of whether increases will result from the hurri-
cane, we don't have a direct method of determining any subsequent
increase in energy prices or gasoline prices in the CPI that would
be attributable to the hurricane as opposed to anything else. We
wouldn't be doing that sort of analysis. But the question is, do we
expect to see further energy price increases? Well, the answer
would be, again, yes.

There are data for September that are published by the Energy
Information Administration of the Department of Energy that sug-
gest that there have been significant increases in gasoline prices
during September. And we would expect those to show up in the
Consumer Price Index. The weight of gasoline, for example, in the
CPI is such that if, for example, there was a 10 percent increase
in gasoline prices, that would raise the CPI by about five-tenths of
a percent by itself.

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Dr. Greenlees. Thank you
very much, Commissioner.

Representative Saxton. Senator, I can't resist the opportunity
to follow up on Senator Reed's last question and Dr. Greenlees' re-
marks. I think the hurricane situation has demonstrated full well
the vulnerability that this country faces in terms of its energy sup-
ply and disruptions in the energy supply.

It seems to me that while we are going to vote on the energy bill
later today, that we continue to ignore the basic elements of finding
other ways, through creativity and using different types of science,
to develop efficient ways to fuel our economy, literally fuel our
economy-other than petroleum. It is a frustration to me to have
watched this go on over these many years and for our bills that we
are considering today-which I don't intend to vote for-continue
along the same lines when, in fact, technology exists to get us away
from petroleum.

I would just say to my companions here on the dias, you may
check out a couple of bills that I have introduced that I call "Set
America Free" legislation, which would move us toward alternative
fuels. It would move us toward biofuels. It would move us in trans-
portation toward hybrid automobiles. Again, these technologies al-
ready exist. They are already being produced. We are just not
using them.
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Mr. Paul.
Representative Paul. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have just

one brief question. So far today, we have heard that the hurricane
is very important in affecting the unemployment statistics. We talk
about other events like 9/11 and oil shocks and how this will affect
the economy and unemployment.

I am wondering if any of you give consideration to monetary pol-
icy and its effect on the business cycle, and thus affecting the un-
employment rate? How often do you take that into consideration,
and do you consider it very important issue?

Mr. Rones. We have a strict rule in the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics that we avoid policy analysis so that you can be in a position
where you can trust that the statistics and the analysis that we
put out are unbiased. So on that basis, I would say that I really
don't have an opinion on the effect of monetary policy on employ-
ment.

Representative Paul. So you are saying you don't have an
opinion that monetary policy could have on it? I am not saying
what the effect is or what monetary policy you should advocate, but
do you think there is a connection?

Mr. Rones. As a trained economist, I would certainly grant you
that there is a potential effect of monetary policy on the economy.

Representative Paul. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you. Ms. Maloney.
Representative Maloney. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I in-

tend to look at your "Set America Free" bill. I agree with you com-
pletely that we should be moving to hybrid cars and alternative en-
ergies. We should have done it a long time ago. So I may be joining
you in that effort.

I am very concerned, Mr. Rones, about the reports of the growing
gap between the haves and the have-nots. This is not good for any-
one. I just would like to ask what has happened to the average
hourly earnings of wage and salary workers since the economy fi-
nally started to create jobs in May of 2003; and, specifically, has
the increase in wages over that period been less than the increase
in the cost of living?

Mr. Rones. The average hourly earnings of production workers
rose from 15.31 in May 2003 to 16.15 in August 05. Those are sea-
sonally adjusted figures. That is an increase of 5.5 percent. So over
the same period, the CPI rose by 7 percent.

Representative Maloney. So wages have really lagged far be-
hind the growth in productivity over the past 4 years, would you
say?

Mr. Rones. We have certainly experienced strong productivity
growth in recent years. Output per hour in our nonfarm business
sector rose more than 14 percent from the second quarter of 2001
to the second quarter of this year. Over the same period, the aver-
age hourly earnings for production workers rose by 10.7 percent, so
definitely less than the increase in productivity.

Representative Maloney. Is that an unusual trend? Produc-
tivity increases so much over wages?

Mr. Rones. In the long term, there tends to be a relationship be-
tween productivity and wages. In relatively short periods of time,
you can see them going in directions that aren't consistent with the
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long-term trend. So I would say it is unusual, but it is not typical
of the long-term trend.

Representative Maloney. The Bureau of Labor Statistics pub-
lishes data on the usual weekly earnings of full-time workers, in-
cluding some information about the wage distribution; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. Rones. That is correct. That comes from our household sur-
vey.

Representative Maloney. Our staff has calculated that from
the fourth quarter of 2000 to the fourth quarter of 2004, median
earnings have increased by just .2 percent per year after inflation.
Does that seem about right to you?

Mr. Rones. Yes, that is very close. I think our calculations for
that period are .15 percent, which could round to .2, so that is
about right.

Representative Maloney. Over that same period, hasn't there
been widening inequality, with growth at the top of the distribution
but a decline at the bottom?

Mr. Rones. So over that same 4-year period that you asked
about in the previous question, the way we look at this is we look
at deciles. You take the earnings distribution of the population and
break it into tenths. So if we look at the ninth decile, which is the
highest earners, their earnings went up 13.7 percent over that pe-
riod. If you go to the bottom end of the distribution, it is somewhat
less; it is 8.5 percent.

Representative Maloney. Quite a bit less. Hasn't that inequal-
ity gotten worse in the most recent four quarters, with the real
growth only at the top, the 90th percentile, and declined elsewhere;
and the largest decline at the very bottom, the tenth percentile?

Mr. Rones. Over the past year-so the most recent data we are
looking at would be the second quarter. Over that year, weekly
earnings at the ninth decile-again, those are the highest earn-
ers-are up about 3.1 percent in nominal terms. Earnings at the
first decile are up just 1 percent.

So given that the CPI is up 3 percent over that period, we would
say that in the ninth decile there is a very, very slight increase in
real earnings, where at the bottom of the distribution there is a de-
cline in real earnings.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Ms. Sanchez.

STATEMENT OF HON. LORETTA SANCHEZ,
A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM CALIFORNIA

Representative Sanchez. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you, gentlemen, for being before us.

I have several questions and they go along two lines. One, I
would like to talk a little bit about what is going on with Katrina,
if you can; and secondly, just overall, what I see looming on the ho-
rizon for the economy and things that are worrying me.

If you were a victim of Katrina, where would you go-where
would you go to file unemployment? I mean, were there-could you
go if you were a refugee in Texas and do that? So have you seen
any of the real impact on people who are-I know that you said
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that some people stayed employed, like with the city. But yesterday
the city announced half of its workers would go off.

So I am wondering about the logistics so we can figure out when
we will really see the impact of something like Katrina.

Mr. Rones. I think we are seeing the impact, because one of the
first things the Department of Labor did was to make sure that the
people in the area had a way to file for unemployment insurance
benefits.

There were special grants given to the affected States to increase
their capacity to accommodate this flow of claimants. The Depart-
ment of Labor has contracted for-I think it is 150 counselors-to
work at employment centers, not only in Louisiana, Alabama, Mis-
sissippi, but in all the States surrounding it that got substantial
numbers of refugees, to help people in their transition to jobs in
those areas. I think that is a system that worked pretty well.

When I say that the unemployment insurance claims were more
than 300,000 above what they would have been under a normal sit-
uation, that would be a substantial portion of the people who are
displaced from jobs.

Representative Sanchez. You know, I am also worried about
this prevailing wage rollback by the President. The biggest reason
is, of course, people who are used to making $18 or $36 an hour
now may make $8 or $9 an hour. How do you think that will affect
these people?

Have you guys looked at the prevailing wage reduction in a con-
struction area like that? I ask this question because I am assuming
that with the Federal moneys coming in, that construction will at
some point start to pick up in that area and we will see a signifi-
cant number of new jobs created because of rebuilding after
Katrina. But what I have seen in my particular area is people
maybe not being unemployed but being underemployed.

In other words, they used to have a $36-an-hour job with benefits
and now they have two part-time jobs, one at $7 an hour and one
at $8 an hour, neither of which carry benefits.

Would you anticipate that type of a situation given that-a very
basic pillar called prevailing wage in the construction industry may
go away in Katrina?

Mr. Rones. I wouldn't comment on the policy decision to waive
the Davis-Bacon.

Representative Sanchez. I am asking in your economist role,
what would you anticipate would happen there with underemploy-
ment?

Mr. Rones. What I would say is we have a lot of experience with
measuring the effects of worker displacement. Typically it is for
other reasons. As a supplement to our household survey, every 2
years we look at worker displacements, and what we find is that
it is not unusual for people who lose jobs, for any reason-and I
would include the hurricane in that context-to take a considerable
amount of time to find work, and for those who find work to find
work at lower wages. So that is a fairly typical impact of worker
displacement.

What we also find is many people, maybe even the majority of
people, relatively soon after displacement, are able to get jobs that
are comparable to their original jobs.
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Representative Sanchez. But in this particular case, the Fed-
eral Government is pretty much lowering the mandate, so people
probably won't find comparable jobs. If you are a carpenter who
used to make $36 an hour, I think it is going to be very difficult
for you to go back into the same arena and make those $36 an hour
now that the prevailing wage has been undone by the President,
wouldn't you say?

Mr. Rones. I wouldn't phrase it that way because of our dif-
ferent roles. But I understand that you are saying that there will
be a reduction in the pay rate for jobs in the construction industry.
We will wait to measure that in our surveys and to see what the
effect is.

One thing we do know is that employment pay rates are subject
to the laws of supply and demand. There will be an unprecedented
demand for construction labor in that area. Again, economic theory
would tell me that that would tend to drive up the prevailing
wages in that area.

Representative Sanchez. So you think it is going to go above
the prevailing wage rate?

Mr. Rones. No. I am saying that when you have an increase in
demand of that magnitude, economic theory would tell you that
wages tend to go up.

Representative Sanchez. I know my time is up-
Representative Saxton. Excuse me-
Representative Sanchez. I would like to just put on the record

that the President has, in fact, lowered the prevailing wage rate.
He is hoping that the cost per hour will come down.

Representative Saxton. Mrs. Sanchez, if you could please sum-
marize, if you haven't already.

Representative Sanchez. Mr. Chairman, let me repeat what I
just said. President Bush, I think, has lowered the prevailing wage
rate because it is his hope that people will make less per hour
when they go in these construction jobs. That is the whole rea-
soning behind lowering the prevailing rate. Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Rones, thank you for being with
us this morning. We appreciate it very much.

I was interested in the comment that you made. It occurred to
me about the same time when Ms. Sanchez was asking her ques-
tion, that with the population in the area dispersed the way it is,
and workers in that population dispersed, who would like to go
back home, and with the amount of reconstruction or construction
that there is to be done, certainly the demand for labor will in-
crease. It would be very difficult to discern what effect that would
have on the cost of labor in the area, given the fact that we know
that there is going to be a high demand and given the questions
involved in where the labor is and whether there will be an ade-
quate supply of labor. So it could very well be, as you suggest, that
the cost of labor could increase.

Mr. Reed.
Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, I don't have a question. I believe

neither does Ms. Maloney, but I think Congresswoman Sanchez
has a question.

Representative Saxton. We are not going to have a second
round. We are going to let Mr. Rones go. Thank you for coming this
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morning. We appreciate very much your participation and we look
forward to seeing you in the months ahead.

Mr. Rones. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 10:24 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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WASHINGTON, D.C. - I would like to welcome Deputy Commissioner Rones of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) and his colleagues before the Committee this morning to discuss the September
employment data.

As we all know, both the household and establishment measures of employment in September have been
affected by Hurricane Katrina. The catastrophic impact of Katrina on the Gulf Coast has caused a tragic
loss of life and widespread destruction of property and businesses. Many of the affected businesses either
have been unable to reopen or have only partially recovered, and do not have the resources to continue to
meet payrolls at previous levels. As a result, employment was essentially unchanged in September as
measured in both employment surveys.

According to the establishment survey, payroll employment shows an apparent decline of 35,000 in
September, but this is not statistically meaningful. Household survey employment was also statistically
unchanged. The unemployment rate edged up by 0.2 percent in September. It is likely that the effects of
the hurricanes will affect the employment data for the next several months. The hurricanes will also
temporarily reduce the rate of economic growth in the second half of 2005.

According to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the hurricanes will reduce the rate of economic
growth by about halfa percentage point in the second half of the year. Some forecasters expect that
reconstruction in the Gulf region will boost economic activity next year.

The National Association for Business Economics (NABE) survey projects that the economy will still grow
at a rate exceeding 3 percent in both 2005 and 2006. Unfortunately, the upward trend in employment
growth was disrupted in September, and may take a few months to fully recover. Nonetheless, the data
reported today demonstrate the resilience of the U.S. economy in absorbing yet another severe shock.

The Federal Government has responded to the hurricanes by providing $62 billion in disaster aid in
addition to the other Federal assistance triggered under a variety of programs. Others have sought as much
as S250 billion in disaster aid, an amount viewed as excessive by many, including the Washington Post
editorial page. The Congress will devote much of its time in coming months to finding the right policy mix
needed for the recovery of the Gulf Coast. Tax and regulatory relief for the employers and employees
devastated by the hurricanes should certainly be part of the Federal response.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know Senator Reed has a statement, but I would like t, welcomei
Deputy Connissioner Ranes and the other temnbers of the BLS staff I know you I ave been
faced with an extraordinary challenge producing this month's job report and I comn send you for
the effort you have put in.

This mouth's employment report is dominated by Karina and Rita and it is imposs tIe to know
what it would have looked like without the hurricanes. The net loss of 35,000 jobs,; well below
what many analysu were expectig sol arn wondering if we have yet teen the f nlil mpact of the
hurricanes in our jobs data.

I do know tbat prior to Katrina American workers were still waiting to see the bene its of the
economic recovery. Job growth was sluggish, there was hidden unemployment, ren wages were
stagnating, and wages and income inequality was on the rise. I hope the Bush Adnti ustration is
paying attention eo those trends and will begin to address the growing economic ins -curity felt by
American workers.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the September

employment and unemployment statistics that we released

this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment was little changed

(-35,000) in September, and the unemployment rate increased

from 4.9 to 5.1 percent. September labor market

developments reflected both the impact of Hurricane Katrina

and ongoing job market trends. Over the 12-month period

prior to September, nonfarm employment increased by an

average of 194,000 per month, and the unemployment rate

trended down from 5.4 to 4.9 percent.
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Before looking at the data in greater detail, I'd like

to briefly review the extraordinary efforts the Bureau of

Labor Statistics, the Census Bureau, and our state partners

undertook to obtain information from our sample

establishments and households in the areas affected by

Hurricane Katrina.

The hurricane struck the Gulf Coast on August 29,

prior to the reference periods for our September surveys.

The severity and scope of the damage led us to carefully

evaluate our data collection and estimation procedures. As

a result, we modified some aspects of survey operations and

we announced those changes about 2 weeks ago. We did not

alter the concepts or definitions for either survey. In

the payroll survey, employed persons are those who receive

pay for any part of the pay period that includes the 12th

day of the month. Therefore, people who were on payrolls

in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina were counted as

employed even if they were absent from work. In the

household survey, employed persons include those who are

temporarily absent from their jobs, whether they are paid

or not. To be classified as unemployed, persons must-be

actively seeking work and be available to take a job.

In the establishment survey, BLS and our state

partners worked especially hard to contact respondents in
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hurricane-affected areas in September. We also modified

our estimation procedures so that businesses that were

closed following the storm, as well as firms that were

still operating, would be better represented in the

estimates. In the household survey, Census Bureau

interviewers worked under difficult conditions to interview

sample households in the Gulf Coast. (Interviews were not

conducted in two parishes in the New Orleans area that were

under mandatory evacuation orders.) These extra steps

undoubtedly helped us get a better picture of the national

labor market situation for September.

Turning to the data from our payroll survey, one way

to roughly gauge the impact of the hurricane on job growth

in September is to compare the over-the-month employment

change with the monthly average for the prior year. The

change reported for September--a loss of 35,000 jobs--is

about 230,000 less than the average monthly gain over the

previous 12 months. Using this simple approach to gauge

the hurricane impact assumes that, in the absence of the

storm, employment growth would have followed its recent

trend. To test that assumption, we constructed a rough

estimate of the change in payroll employment from August to

September excluding all of the sample units in the disaster

areas. This exercise showed that total nonfarm employment
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would have increased by an amount in line with the prior

year's average. We will know more about the hurricane's

impact when local employment estimates become available

later this month.

As we look at the official September data for specific

industries, I would note that job losses in the storm-

related areas may have been offset or exacerbated by

developments in the rest of the country. In September,

retail trade employment overall was down by 88,000. There

was a particularly large employment decline in food and

beverage stores (-30,000); much of this decline reflects

industry restructuring and associated store closures

unrelated to the hurricane. In leisure and hospitality,

the job total fell by 80,000 in September, in part due to

the hurricane. There were large losses in food services

and drinking places (-54,000) and in amusement, gambling,

and recreation establishments (-19,000).

Employment in professional and business services

increased by 52,000 over the month, with a large gain in

temporary help services (32,000). The employment increase

in temporary help services for September was more than

twice as large as the average monthly gain for the prior 12

months. It is possible that some of the September growth
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was due to the hiring of workers to assist in post-

hurricane recovery efforts.

Health care added 37,000 jobs over the month,

continuing its long-term growth. Employment also continued

to trend up in financial activities.

In the goods-producing sector of the economy,

construction added 23,000 jobs in September, equal to the

average monthly gain for the prior year. Manufacturing

employment was down by 27,000 in September; much of the

decline reflected a strike in the aerospace industry that

took 18,000 workers off payrolls.

Turning to some of the major labor market indicators

from our household survey, the number of unemployed persons

rose by 270,000 over the month and the jobless rate

increased from 4.9 to 5.1 percent. Most of the increase in

unemployment occurred among job losers. The labor force

participation rate held at 66.2 percent in September.

In summary, payroll employment was little changed in

September, and the unemployment rate rose to 5.1 percent.

It is clear that Hurricane Katrina adversely affected labor

market conditions in September. However, we cannot

quantify precisely the overall effects of the disaster and

its aftermath on the September employment and unemployment
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figures. We hope to get additional insight as more data

become available.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to address your

questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: SEPTEMBER 2005

Nonfarmpayroll employment was little changed (-35,000) in September, and the unemployment rate
rose to 5.1 percent, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. The
measures of employnment and unemployment reported in this news release reflect both the unpactofHurri-
cane Katrina, which struck the Gulf Coast in late August, and ongoing labor market trends. Over the 12
months ending in August, payroll employment grew by an average of 194,000 a month and the unem-
ployment rate trended downward.

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita

Data for September are the first from the household survey (Current Population Survey or
CPS) and the establishment survey (Current Employment Statistics survey orCES) to reflect
the impactofHumcane Katrina.

In September, the CPS was conducted largely according to standard procedures. Efforts
were made to contact households in storm-affected areas with the exception of Orleans and
Jefferson parishes in Lousiana, which were under mandatory evacuation orders when inter-
viewer instructions were issued.

For the September CES estimates, several modifications to the usual estimation procedures
were adopted to better reflect employment in Katrina-affected areas. The changes included:
a) modification of procedures to impute employment counts forsurvey nonrespondents in the
most heavily impacted areas. b) adjustments to sample weights for sample units inthe more
broadly defined disaster area to compensate for lower-than-average survey response rates, and
c) modification ofthe adjustment procedure for the business net birth/death estimator to reflect
likely changes in business birth/death patterns in the disaster areas.

Hurricane Ritamnade landfall during the Septemberdata collection period. Asaresult,
response rates for both surveys were lower than normal in some areas. However, because
the reference periods for both surveys occurred before Hurricane Rita struck, the impact of
this storm on mnesures of employment and uniemployment was negligible.

For more irfoimation on household and establishment survey procedures and estimates
for September2005, see http://www.bisgov/karinia/cpscesquestioos.htm. Or, call
(202) 691-6378 for information about the household survey, and (202) 691-6555 for
information abouttheestablishment survey.
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Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjuted
(Numbers in thousands)

tQuarterly averages Monthly data Aug-
Category 2005 2005 Set

B_ _III I July Aug. I change

HOUSEHOLD DATA Labor force stntus

Civilian labor force..............................
Employment....................................
Unemployment ................................

Not in labor force..................................

All workers...................................
Adult men........................................
Adult women...................................
Teenagers........................................

White .............................................
Black or African American ...................
Hispanic or Latino ethnicity..................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment.............................
Goods-producing .............................

Construction................................
Manufacturing.............................

Service-providing' ............................

Retail trbade ' ...............................
Professional and business services
Education and health services............
Leisure and hospitality....................
Government.................................

Total private.........................................
Manufacturing .................................

Overtime....................................

Total private...........................................

Average hourly earnings, total private..........
Average weekly earnings, total privat..........

149,003 149.835 149,573 149,841 150,093 252
141,404 142,319 142,076 142,449 142,432 -17

7,599 7,516 7,497 7.391 7,661 270
76,671 76,587 76,580 76581 76,600 19

Unemployment rates

5.1 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.1 0.2
4.4 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.5 .2

4.6 4.6 4.7 4.4 4.6 .2
17.4 16.1 16.1 16.5 15.8 -.7
4.4 4.3 4.3 4.2 4.3 .3

10.3 9.5 9.3 9.6 9.4 -.2
6.1 5.9 5. 5.81 6.51 .7

Employment

133,429 p133,994 133,865 p134,076 p134,041 p-35
22,134 p22,148 22,134 p22,154 p22,155 pl
7,217 p7,261 7,235 p7,262 p7,285 p23

14,292 p14,255 14,270 p14,261 p14,234 p-27
111,295 pi 1 1,846 111,731 pl 1I,922 p 11I,8f6 p-36
15,180 p15,230 15,249 pl5.263 p15,177 p-88
16,867 pl7,007 16,964 pl7,002 pl7,054 p52
17,289 p17.42 17.377 p17,427 p17,476 p49
12,741 p12, 12,801 p12,838 p12,758 p-S0
21.753 p21,t45

21,817 p21,843 p21,874 p31

Hours of work'

33. -p33 [ '7 33p7 P33.71 p33.71 pO.0
4041 p4O.5 40.5 p4O.5 p4O.5 p.O
4'.4 d-'. 4.5 d4.51 p.41 PA-

Indexes of aggregate weekly hours (20021 00)'

102.4 P1029 102.8 p103.0 P102.8 p-0.2

Earnings 3

S16.031 pS16.161 S16.14 p$16.151 pS16.181 pS0.03
540.861 p544.481 543.92! p544.261 p545.271 pl. 01

' Includes other industries, not shown separately.
' Quarteriy averages and the over-the-month change ar calculated using unounded data.
'Data relatc to private production or nonsupervisory workers.
p=preliminary.
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Unemnlownent(HouseholdSurvevData)

Both the number of unemployed persons, 7.7 million, and the unemployment rate, 5.1 percent, rose in
September. They had been trending down in recent months and remain lower than a year earlier. (See
table A-I.)

The unemployment rates for most major worker groups-adult men (4.5 percent), adult women (4.6 per-
cent), whites (4.5 percent), and Hispanics or Latinos (6.5 percent) rose in September. The jobless rates for
teenagers (15.8 percent) and blacks (9.4 percent) showed little change. The unemployment rate for Asians
was 4.1 percent, not seasonally adjusted. (See tables A-I, A-2, and A-3.)

In September, the number of persons unemployed due to job loss rose by 234,000 to 3.7 million. The
number of newly unemployed-those who were unemployed less than 5 weeks-grew by 193,000 to 2.7
million. Both ofthese numbers had been trending down in recent months. (See tables A-8 and A-9.)

Total Emplovment and the LaborForce (Household Survev Data)

Total employment(142.4 million) and the employment-population ratio (62.8 percent) were little changed
in September. The labor force participation rate (66.2 percent) was unchanged over the month. (See table
A-I.)

Persons Not in theLabor Force (Household Survev Data)

In September, 1.4 million persons were marginally attached to the labor force, about the same as a year
earlier. These individuals wanted and were available to work and had looked for ajob sometime in the prior
12 months. They were not counted as unemployed, however, because they did not actively search for work
in the 4 weeks preceding the survey. The number of discouraged workers, at 362,000 in September, was
little changed fromayear earlier. Discouraged workers, asubset ofthe marginally attached, were not cur-
rently looking for work specifically because they believed no jobs were available for them. The other 1. I
million persons marginally attached to the labor force had not searched for work for reasons such as school
attendance or fmily responsibilities. (SeetableA-13.)

hxlustrvPavrollEmplovment(EstablishuentSwvevDatas

Total nonfarm payroll employment was little changed in September (-35,000), seasonally adjusted.
This followedjobgains of277,000inJuly and 211,000 in August (as revised). Hurricane Katrinacaused
job losses in September among many industries in the affected areas. At the national level, these storm-
related losses may have been offset or exacerbated in some industries by developments in the rest ofthe
country. (State and metropolitan area payroll data, including information by industry, will be released by
BLS on October 21.) (See table B-I.)

Retail trade lost 88,000jobs in September, with declines spread across several component industries.
Overthe prior 12 months, employment in retail trade had increased by 18,000 per month on average.
In September, there were job losses in clothing and accessories stores (-28,000), sporting goods stores
(-17,000), and building material and garden supply stores (-9,000). Over the month, food and beverage
stores lost 30,000 jobs, much of which was due to store closings unrelated to the hurricane.

Employment in the leisure and hospitality industry fell by 80,000 in September, partly due to the
hurricane. Employment in food services, which includes restaurants and drinking places, decreased by
54,000 over the month, alter averaging monthly gains of 23,000 jobs during the 12 months ending in
August. Amusements, gambling, and recreation lost 19,000jobs in September.
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In September, manufacturing employment was down by 27,000 and has declined by 11 8,000 over the
year. The September job decline was concentrated in transportation equipment, reflecting a strike of 18,000
workers in the aerospace industry. Employment declines in electrical equipment and appliances (4,000) and
paper and paper products (-3,000) were offsetby a gain in machinery manufacturing (7,000).

Employment in transit and ground passenger transportation declined by 8,000 in September. Air
transportation lost 6,000 jobs over the month; about half of the job loss was due to strike activity in the
industry. Truck transportation employment was flat in September and has shown little change since June.

Professional and business services employment roseby 52,000 in September. More than halfofthe
employment increase was in temporary help services (32,000), where hurricane recovery efforts may have
boosted hiring. Employment in architectural and engineering services rose by 8,000 over the month. These
increases were partly offset by a decline in legal services (-7,000).

Health care employment continued to grow in September, rising by 37,000. Ambulatory health care
services, which include doctors' offices and outpatient clinics, added 16,000jobs. Hospitals and nursing
and residential care facilities also contributed to the employment gain.

Construction employment rose by 23,000 in September, about in line with the industry's average monthly
gain over the past year. Job gains in September were concentrated largely among residential specialty trade
contractors. Mining employment continued to trend upward, adding 5,000 jobs overthe month. Support
activities for mining operations accounted for much ofthe increase.

WeeklvHours(EstablishmentSurvevDatal

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls was
unchanged at 33.7 hours in September, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek remained at
40.5 hours, and factory overtime was down by 0.1 hour to 4.4 hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm
payrolls declined by 0.2 percent in September to 102.8 (2002=100). The manufacturing index was down
by 0.1 percent over the month to 93.6. (See table B-5.)

Hourlvand WeeklvEamines(EstablishmentSurvev Datai)

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls rose by
3 cents in September to $16.18, seasonally adjusted. Average weekly earnings increased by 0.2 percent
over the month to $545.27. Over the year, average hourly earnings increased by 2.6 percent, and average
weekly earnings grew by 2.3 percent. (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for October 2005 is scheduled to be released on Friday, November 4,
at 8:30 A.M. (EST).
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Benchmark Revisions of the Payroll Survey

In accordance with usual practice, the Bureau of Labor Statistics has completed preliminary
tabulations of the universe counts for the first quarter of this year. The tabulations indicate that
the estimate oftotal nonfarm payroll employment will require a downward revision of 191,000,
or one-tenth of one percent, for the March 2005 reference month. The historical average for
benchmark revisions over the last 10 years has been plus or minus two-tenths of one percent
BLS will publish data revised to the March 2005 benchmark on February 3, 2006, with the
release of data for January 2006.
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Explanatory Note

This noes release presents statistics from two major surveys, the
Curretr Popuhtion Survey (household survey) and the Cutrent
Employment Statisucs survey (establishment survey. Thb house
hold survey provides the information ot the labor force, employ-
ment, and utemploymenl that appetas in the A tables, marked
HOUSEHOLD DATA It is a sampe survey of shout 0,000 house-
holds conducted by the U.S. Cetsos Boreats for the Bnroou of Labor
Statistics (BLS).

The establishment survey provides the information on the
employment, hours ontd eamings of workeeff on noofes payrolls thbt
apptears in the B tablme marked ESTABUSHMENT DATA. This
information is collected from payroll recoeds by BLS in cooperation
with sse aogencies The statple includes about 16D0,000 businesses
and govertmnnt agencies covering Ippeosintnely 400,000 individusi
worksites. The active sample includes about one-third of all ounfatmt
payroll workers The sample is drawn fbom a satepling frame of
onemploymnttt insurtnce tan accosnts.

For both satveys. the data for a given month relate to a particular
week or pay period. In the housthold survey, the refernce week is
genmallythecaltndar week that contains the 12th day ofthe month. In
the establishmtent scrvey, the reference period is the pay period in-
cluding the 12th, which may or may not correspond directly to the
calendarweek.

Covesage, deflnition sand differences
between surveyst

Hooebold curey. The sample is selected to reflect the ceti
civilian sonisstitutional poplation. Based on responses to s seris of
questions on worh medjob seoreb activities, each person 16 yearsand
over ina samplehousthold isclasifiedas employed, urernployed,w
not in the labor fotee.

People am classified as employed if they did any work at all as
paid enmployees during the reference week; wosked in their own busi-
sess, profession, or on their own farm; or worked without pay at least
IS hours in a fatnily business or farnt. People me also coutued as
employed if they wore ttemporaeily absent from thrrrjobs because of
illness. bad weathe.vr v irt ,lbhor-missagementdispuleseepeesonal

People ore classified as nfemploydif drymecy all of the following

criteia: Theyhadowenploymeetduringthe refereceweek; theywere
available for work at that time; sd they made specific efforts to find
employment sometite during the 4-week period ending with the
reference weeb, Persons laid offfrom ajobend expectingrecall need
not be looking for work to be counted as unemployed. The onerploy-
toent dat derived fimoe the household somey in no woy depetnd upon
the eligibility for or receipt of unmtmpioyntrtu inswuance benefits.

The Wrtiaaorforce is dithe umaof employed and anelpsloyrd
persons. Those not classified as employed or unsemployed ame an
in the loborjb., The u netpLcses r is the nurtber unemtployed
as a percent of the labor foree. The hborformep.rricipi rote is
the labor force asa percent of the populationo and the e-pl/oytenr-
pqpsltrioo ratio is the employed as a percent of the population.

Establishuasct esvy. The aimpte establishmewts a drawn
from private noofloet btsmaes ouch a factories, offices, and roases
Ws well asfedenr, stat, NWd local goverunmet aerdiices Eupetpr, on
nortfara payrolls am those who received pay fo any part of the refter-
encmpayperiodiochaling persots On paid leave. Persons am counted
is each eb tbey bold. Houre and eos dots am for peivata busi-
nessen and relate only to production workers in the godos-peroducig
sector and nonsupervisory workers in the stevice-penviding sctor.
Industries are classified sn the basis of their principal activity in
accordance with the 2002 version of the North Amtricot lodustry
Clastificotion Sysetm

Differencem to emplayment estbasam The numerous cocept-
us] and methodologicl differncs between the household asnd
establidsenct corvey result in itoportant distinstions in the employ-
mart estimates derived from the srveys Amontg these ore,

.The booushold torvey iclwales agricultral kms. the sedf
plvoyd, onpaid famioy worker, orad privste household wortkes bong
the-eploynd. Thesrgeonpsareacledodfinronthe establsenruont esmy.

l The hausehold sorvey inclsdes peoplo on unpsid lea ut;o the
emoployed. The establilma stovey does not.

* Th.t hobtoldwrvey i limired to orer;eh 16 years of.gWadolder.
The establishmetn surwy is not limited by age.

* TK houaschold survey lass us duplscation of individest, because
individoale are fcosedoany ote even ftheyhodmorethor neejob.
In the establisheent sury, employees wokis *r ngsea m im ohne job
and thusn appeaiog on omDn than one payroll wold be cotasted sa-
rtrely for each appearantwe

Sealsonal adjustment
Overthecome ofayeor,thesizeofthenationbslabrfoecesd the

levels of etmployment and usesploymenet under sharp fltuacttions
doetosuchtc sesonal eventsaschsans in westhermduced orexpanded
production, harvests, major holidays, snd the opening and closing of
schools. The effect of'such seasonal variation can be veiy lag, sea-
soonl flucttationsmayaecouot foras much us 95 percent ofthe motth-
to-month changes in unemploymert.

Borause thes seasonal events follow amorc or less regular pIatm
each yrar, their influence on statisucad trends can be eliminated by
adjusting the statistics fom month to month. Thesca djustments make
nonseasonal developreents, such as declines in economic actAvity or
increases in the participation of woemn in the abwr folume easier to
spot. For examiple, the lrge otnumbr of youth entering the labor force
each June is likely to obscore soy other changes that hove tkesn place
relative to May, mesking it difficult to deternine if the level of eo-
nonic activity has rises or declined. However, because the effect of

uaents; finishing school in prvious years is known, the saisie
for the current year can be adjusted to allow for a comparable chnmge.
Insofar as the easons adjustmnrt is made corecty, the adusted fi-
gore provides a more usefirl soul with which to analyze charnges in
economic activity.

Mont seandally adjusted series am independently ardjusted in both
the household and establishment surveys. However, the ad-
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jused series for many major estimates, such as total payroll employ-
rent, employment in most tuperoectors, total employnant, and
uacrtoploynnt are computed by aggregating independently adjusted
component series. For exsample, total unemploymeot is derived by
snroung the adjusted series for four major age-ses components.
this differs from the unemployment ertirnate that would be obtained
by directly adjusting the total or by combining the durtion, reasors,
ornore detailed age ntegories

For both the household and establishment surveys, a concurrent
seasonal adjustment methodology is used in which new seasonal
factors ore calculated each month. using all relevant data, up to and
incliding the data forthecurrentmonth In thebousehold urvey, new
seasonat factors are used to adjust only the current month's data. In
the establishment survey, however, new seasonal factors ore used each
month to adjust the three mou recent monthly estimates. In both
suoreys, revsion to historical data re made once a year.

Reliability of the eastimates
Stntisticr based on the household and establishment surveys ore

subject to both rrmpling and nonstmpling error. When a sample nther
thon theentire population is suryed, there is achance that the sample
estimates may differ from the true" population values they reprcsent
The exnct differone, or soarnpling error, varies depending on the
particular sample selected, and this variability is measured by the
standard error of the estimate. There is about s90-percent chance, or
levelofonfldencethatnn essimnaebasedon* srnopewill differbyno
morethum 1 standarrdernrrs fromthe-trme~pnpulationvluebecause
of sampling error. BLS analyses are generally cooducted at the 90-
percent level of confidce.

For ernmple, the confidence interval for the monthlychang. in total
employment hum the household survey is on the order of plus or
minus 430,010. Suppose the estimate of total employmsnt increases
by 100,000 from one month to the ner.t The 90-percent confidence
interval on the monthlychange would range feom -330,000 to 530,000
(100,000 +/- 430,000). The figurn do nut masr that the sample
resulas are off by thew magnitudes, but rusher that there is abort a
90-prcent chance that the "true" over-the-month change hai within
this imerval. Since this range includes values of less thus zero, ce
could not say with confidence that employment had, in factl increased.
If, however, the reported emnpoyment rise was half a million, then
alt of the values within the 0-pernomt confidence interval would be
greater than zeto. In this cae, it is likely (at least a90-perent chance)
that as ennployroent rise had, in fact. occurred At an unemployment
oue of around 5.5 percent, the 90-percent confidence interval for the
monthly change in unemployment is about tt. 280,000, and for the
moumhlychange in the unrploynets rate it is about +/-. 19 percentage
point.

In general, estimrtes invvingtmanyindividulstor etablishments
hove lower standard ornros (relative to the oize of the estimale) then
estimates which am based on a stall number of observations. The
precision of otiontes is also improved when the data are cumulated
over tian ich us for quarterly and annual averages. The seasonal
sdjustmont proess cum ulso improve the stability of the monthly
estirates.

The household and establishment surveys am also affected by
osonplirg ero. Noosampting emrs can occur for many reasons.

including the failure to sample a segent of the population. inability to
obtami information for alt respordents in the ramplk, inability or
anwillingnesas of respondents to provide correct information on a
timely basis, mistakes made by respoundentu, and errors made in the
collection or processing of the data.

For example. in the establishment survey, estimates for the most
rment 2 months are based on incomplete retums for this reason, these
estimates are labeled prelirnastry in the tables It is only aftlr two
successive revisions to a monthly estimate, when nearly all sample
reports have been received, that the estimate is considered foul.

Another major source of nonosanpling errr m the establishment
survey is the inability to capture, on a tirsly basis. employment
gneratedibynewfirrs. Tocorctforthissystemuticunderesimation
ofemploymcrm growth, a estimation procedure with two components
is used to account for business bttlrs. The flr component uses business
deoths to impute erploysent for business births. This is incorportaxed
imto the sample-based linm relative estimate procedure by simply not
refiecting saepke units going out of business. but imnputing to them the
sanr trend as the other firms in the sample The second component is
am ARIMA time series model designed to estimtoe the residual net bW
death employment not accounted for by the imputation. The historical
timenseries used to creae rnd test the ARsMA model was derived from
theuremrsloyrnt insurance universe mmro-Ievel databuse, nd reltects
the acatul residud net of births and deaths over the past five years.

The sample-based estimates from the establiohment asvey am
adjusted once a year (on a lagged basis) to universe counts of payoll
erployment obtained from administrative records of the unemploy-
mint insurance prograrw The difference betweeo the March sareple-
based employrnent estimates and the March universe counts is known
as a benthmsarh revision, and serves ass rough prosy for total survey
error The new benchmarrs also incorporate changes in the classifi-
cation of industrin. Over the past decade, the beachnwrk revision fr
total nonfarm employmern has averaged 0.2 Percent, ranging bum
less than 0.05 percent to 0.5 percent

Additional statistics and other Information
More comprehensive statistics am contained in Eoplnymat and

Eaigr, publishedeach monthbyBLS. It isavailable ar S27.00per
issue or S53.00 per year from the U.S. Govermsent Pointing Office,
WashingtmoDC 20402. Allordersmustbeprepaidbysendingacheck
or money order payatbl to the Superintendent of Documents, or by
charging to Mastercard or Visa.

Emprloyrew dEutrniags alas provides omoasres of sampling error
for the household and establishment survey data published in this
reease. For unemptoyment and other labor force categunes, these
measures appear in tables I -B through I -D ofits Explnatory Notes.'
For the establishment nsurvey daa, the samepling error mesurers asnd the
actual size of revisions due to benchmuic adjumerrs appear in tables
2-B through 2-F of Eployment and Earnsngs.

Information in this release will be made uvailable to sensory in-
poiredindividouls upon request. Voicephone: 202-691-5200) 1D0
mrossuge referral phone: 1-400-877-8339.
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1*,doo~~~~a - -- - . 99* 997~~~~~ NS 99 10 *44 m
(94913 - …--------------- 34S 31 US ('"4 4' `' IC'I

90o.94.19h. . 137~~~~~~~~~~W n7m60 *4m9 137.1M 139299 139.7 13099 14631 *4469
39999318 may.. - .,,.. 127.283~~~~V 131,24 193D.75 127.vg 12.929. 10?". 19494 o" 1.021 193

00,03- - ---- . 21211 1096 92942 20*99 94.M 20.- 2D. 20.46 24.21
POI*.,Aaw. -- ..., 101.301 111~~~~".250 "1.,VI la1499 l99.5 199.20 1W95 II0s 1112

00- WS- -AM1994 110.30 194.90 *42910 10710M9 IMAM9 199.834 129.20 1094,97
- -- ~~~~~~~9.016 9.IIX 93213 931 999 943 54 92 43

W--p-W- 94 11 99 (, (44 7 ( I

PERSONS$ AT WORK PART TIS'

.8*15804, . -.... 4.3 4,0M 4 3.419 4.94 4,49 4.47 4.48 I.1m
Z.222 2.994 2.10 2AM 2.74 2999 212 230 2.

Co99o*994p5* - -- .... -.. - 1.299 1.394 I.3 I.312 1.399 I.4` l.a 1.420 1.38
P.119*.010U10000.. 39204 11~~~~~~~~,471 H9*12 41.40 M9.41 10.01 19229 1*21 19.621

W .4 4,1 4.1993 4.0N) 4.210 4,39 4,M10 k4, 4.022
900w.A0A~~~83~~ - .......,.… …~~ 2.511 2.187 Zen9 07.1 23945 2019 2.673 2.741 2.9

00990494470181905 . ~~~~~~~ (.217 1,344 *2(2~~1, *90 131 149 . ,0 11

7991*5ol~I .... 9.40 (711 9.14 1991 0.99 1883 9.44 (,11o3.9
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HOUSEHOLD DATA

14. AA 4184e~y0 1,18w
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........ ..... n.A k A = 4 8 8 s .I63114 &
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2s.12 2*_-2 2---__24=-=- strc ts? 2.x<4T 7.44 7 2X3 2249 14.231 XM
_a01 . 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _7 42 7751 ,7a31 7s44 .742 e2, 754 s .7r3 2.77 T4 0M25sa~~~~~a, .-...... Isam~~~~13300 1312 'Am)3 15331 13CM54 124.0 'a1* 133 I

"als ---- ---------- ------------- s t7513 t= I3.7. La 3,ten ILM~ ,23= 5a t lMa tI N,

2,- , n. s....... . ................. 13 4 3 1. 137 13.48 54,33 2aZ 778a sW Iaw2 Z

0l5s4_- M.= := 9~: c31,31 5 318 31.5 7301 s 3.8 .272 4M531 31.31 3151w~~u 31.48 4148 4148 312 4148~~~~~~~~ 31.4 301,7
131144 ~~~~~~~.. . . 34~~~~~.482 54*14 34.31 6488 32.48 A24 3470 3518 3408

22ls -- . 22.3 2147 22.328 AM4 3343 23.531 7tS1i5 2O.131

-' IS ~~~31ss p~~ ass . . - 7234 77.43 72831 'awe 78.43 76312 75272 75,353 1822m M= M- mm
31. a 8 . .~ 2.4s_ -= --- - - -- 874 awe 2.48 27 Z.4 2o. 2.1 2.03 2

25us4 -- = ---- ---- 65s?3 *,6*in7~~~~~7z .6u,M 4',W. '6I.013 .Ns ,MJ 4,Itso sss

l~~~w l l e i . . - 1.317 12~~~~~~~~~~~~7483 1.N 104 14 1.311 t814 .31 1.03

?SI4.a...4.... .... .-..... _ .7 _.7 1,_ _.7 _.__1 NW * sIW . S t sl . 1
e - _ .....- .... .... ........... 7 6 72.01 2 ? 7 1 72.13 512.14 72.165 72.W 3239

_ av4- -6-- ------- -- 4 Iss a23 4 CM 4 os0 7 sis IIA574Tasc 07t

3.04 7T.M 7.13 7.4" 1.7 1.43 7.41 7,4V 724

25_.m= .'-- 6448 031576 2,7*1 "42.4 8.781 5.,2 3 217 48 24. 21,48

25 8184- -- -I . - .ra5.11s7 7X s40 83.4 12.85t 83.2ll1 *12.12 83.131 82.831 1

E36 84...... .. ... 1..4 75.318 7143 K1 17 14'S W.3 1M ald1tdt
E ..4........ . b... ...... _ .3 3 75o 1 3 tq. 1. 17.31 7.2 11.43

1248 'M71 I2.14 11 24 243 272 1. 12 .71

M.85,1 .. ..... ........ ..---.---- ...... .... C-7 3173 CM33 83.4 31l-3 18248 C1.4 CM &M
11017 In. - . . --~~~~~. ..-........... S.1= 5.3730 1.75 Kw1 W.1= 122 4.22 1.25 123

111415743 . . . .1.724~~~~~~~~~~~C 2.M7 1$.73 1.- -.63 1.43 1.572 2.4 143,

25.4w ........ .. ------- 13742 44.43 42.8O 42314 42M 413M 48.233 413.48 4
..05 n ......................- -l- . . 12.43Ce 12.75 124 11,17 1184 15,2.46 24 147 44*51083w,. ... . 11.48 11,755 11,48 11,48 18.784 11.112 12.48 18.48 11,I48C IC9,7 m

8S7..4al4~~~~~... . .... .... .......... .. 54.48 18.131 112 1,4 1073 15.710 C=1 12.R02 118
48180 11131 48.4 564123 45~~~~ ~~~~~.28 3.-8 'M57 42.43 MM72 48.25 42437 48,73 II.4

~~0l410l411 - .~~~~~~~~ ~~ 4.781`C 0.73 6847 IC 4CM .37) 'Am Ill `C.

I.4455.818..3 . .... 111,245~~~~~~II& 111.815 117.711 1144.81 118.84) 111. w1.38 117.43 11..7
... .... . 24.4 7317 24J73 74.72 74.43 24.484 M5.,4 417

4o-we Nam105 0,68.- 4 l 4 bI3 36
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HOU93EVA40 DATA

T"bI AJ. 54649 med y. .. bf.W WOSO 994--d

HOUSEHM) DATA

64400.6 44~~~~~~~~~16

I4~ A4 5 AS.366 GA 4.. GA4 I4 607-

1,7 .0 1.43 4. 107 I6.4 .II 444 1.
165.19431.~~~~~.~~. ... ........ . 4,06 SIr 4 14 16. 1.2 4 i 1~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~i67, 6.W 6.707 9 4.2 5.4 42 43 E.6

-- .- .461 1.31S 1244 65 6 .6 6.A 69 6.
.2 . ........... ., ........ .. ..... . .- . . 5.222 4529 1.10 & 43 4. 5. to0 33 4

255,- I . . .................. .. ...... 60 4.7 479 '4 12 4. 42 44 4.2

3A 4........ ... . .... ...... 1269 1.2 11 2.6 us 34. 5.2 M. 3.5

165.19 I63 -…~~~~~~~~~--- - ------… = Z342 05r 1 is2. 195 16. 19 1.
01o51,-..... . 20 263m 2 .5 2224. 1. 32 21.6 21.4I

16164.....~~~~~~~~~~~~- -276~~~~ 70 3i4 1641. 1. 415 16. 16.

20 . 0. . ... .......-...-............~..-....... . 11 34 .7 5so4s4 1 3 43 43 4.

31 1 f. . ... .. ..... ....-.......-- 2.,0) 2.0 M.6 2.3 3S 5. 5.72 3 .61

2.43 .0 21 42 4. 54 5.9 36 4.0

.... .......... ...... .. ... .. . 04...6.iS 54 4 i iS 3

135.1943.3.0~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~271 M I 15. 14.2 15. la6 144 14

201W300- ~~~~~~~~~~~~… …5----- a 2.4 5.0 4.7 46 I. 47 3 4.
I6.N -------- --- - - 1.... ... 514 1M 624 6.4 A.4 .1 7. 03 7.4

........ . ... 2.472 2270 Z,3 :44 44 5.3 4. i 4.3
2.04S 1.0 2.07 4 43 54 A. 42 4.

747 912 ex 1 2 14 i GA 16 6.
J55.4.01.- .- ..... 714 6M 07 4.5 43 1 42 5.4 39

9144i07.pm6 ... -. - 409 4344 1246 5.0 2.7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Z z6 z. 2.9 2.3
50110 5060. 0046 4.654 - 1126 166~~~~~~~~~~"7 1.2 51 3 13 a4 32 3.

4l0I0364OII044.l5.I~~~~~~~~~~fl~~ -- - 70 676 734 42 79~~~~~~~I' 67 6. 2 7.6

I'M 34 160M 54 56 1 44 .5 i 5.3

~~144524.430b 3~~~~~~~~~~4in0350434.~~~~~~Im 0 s .49505.6.3.66

4 4444s7 5.4026.0665.64. . ~00047544.00 -795
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NOU3EIER. DATA

TdOM A-.& 52555535y7 posmby 5700 50. a0080004

5OUEHOLO0WDATA

0.0 85 54005 2005 0 X05 20WS

40U5097.O0 UWESWPOYED

0537y -- .. -- 055 81~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~3 Sm 08 W4 VA5 8 W SM
500os~~~040yb540..... ..~~~~~~~. 080A 240 273 l.3W I.M0 2.535 Z.-7 2.50 2,TQ

2.557 5.75 %an ) 5' ' 5 ' '

~~~0.t30 ....~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0~~52 SM SIT 50 125 MI SM Sm An

PERCENT LS3TRMUTOJ1OO

....... - ... . 5350 535 530 500. 00 530 5350 5500 SO

0.0 - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0~~a2 55.5 92 55. 55.3 112 520 55.0 57.

00u.W3540078s .~~~~~~~~~~~~ 40.5 ~~~~ 33. 373 310 503 W0 557 352 Z05
0550403W ........ - - ~-- . 3....... .4. I ' 53 It.8 la4 2357 35 500 33 3.

UN5EM4PL.OYEDAS A PERCENT OF13HE
CIVESAN LABsOR FORCE

.0935.*80451350 .... ±~~~~~~ ~~~5 02 2 2 27V 2. L.5 20 'Z' 25
------. --- …- .0 0 A A .0 a .5 . .0

550.40 -….4 ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~.5 .I A .5 . 4 4 .

5 000 010

Tool. AS. 520.540157.4 POSOOO 574000058008 5 Son =5 2005 2005 2

55054'.04 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ~~2.056 Zoo0 2.0 2.25 A2.2 2.35 2.M3 2.27 2.3
- ...... ~~~~~ ... - LTD 2345 3.4W ~~~~~~~~ 2.075 2.80 2.35 2.07 2.3W Zs"5

27~~ - -- ............ - SM 5.055 5.035 5.744 5.523 5.350 5.5 t34 .W

PERCENT D53SNUJ00O8

T44s -o ..............~ ... 535 500 535 535 550 735 530 5350 M0

5053.040*.... - … … 3~~~~~~~~ ~~~~7.3 50 20.0 a, 257 55 32 33 40
02 M.3 32 W.5 350 35.0 330 35. 502

8050 8.W000J05S 280. .SO0SOS.P440n*~~~~~~~~Sd850U~~m~0Sfl S2S111 = 1.
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H4OUSCHOtD DATA

Y7bll, A-1C. El~I.OWW .1 -0"W p-- b -.884158p0410.14 1 -ftC 8431881d

HOUSEHOLD DATA

E.PbWd th-P-yd U.0r

SW 4S8 88 585 S., 885,
2884 288 2881 208 28K4 208

78141 1578, ' . 1 841 o nl.C 7.5 .......... 7.58.5......... ._ ............ ... 13S 61 1s g 7 45 7 29 SA.1 4 8
88588-.08088.8.t sm.84848888888.. 48.573 49.377 1284 1.181 2.5 2 3

8A__ol. ~ .4 0-. s.o o08.1 8__ . 2844 20.548 525 448 25 2.1
P,8C81 8nd 8088 . __ _.____. 2C,18 28.78s 742 712 2.6 2.4

....... ---------- 228a29 23,I51 1.547 1.583 8.3 8.4
SO.48 -__ =8 _ ==_= 35520 38.018 1.88 1.723 5.1 4.6
s844y ._,0 ._88 -P__ 15912 158344 CC3 842 5.1 4.9
08e8o 441 08al8 . .......... 8.........8............ _0.60 s 19.C75 1.8ma 81o 5.1 4.3

88.8Ml8.s888.C88850s1 88881858588888088541858 ... _ 14727 15,882 978 871 62 58
F, - 88888.08 o..508,0p2 _ _.. 8098 1,041 93 l18 78 10.2
C a n1888 8ra 84885881 8884148....... ........ 7..34 85.8.... ... . 87 918 a 659 7.1 8.5
1._lo8 818C 84 18 ____8 ____. 485 S.407 217 184 4.2 &.S
p1088188 598l141181,08b8844188Ifl8541g8880b. ..... 17882 te.18 1.182 1,188 8.1 82

F . . ..... ............ 8_ ........ 9.424 9.273 587 682 6.0 8.8
T.n.poo g.d8 n84.4..4 6- ..88 ........... .. 8.588 8.82s 585 488 8.2 5.3

NOTE 5h72 D dobhreh

T8 A-Il. 11dp 5 b " 1187.11 .*0-a _*.

-W S.0 SW

2884 W08 2858 2885

T,.1 16 yno .41 . .0 ..... ............. .... .. . .... .... 7.545 7,259 S I 4.8
N .. ge8988 1 9110858 .1. ..9... . . ......... .. .. ... .... 8. .... 85878 5.70 5.2 4.9

...... =.. …… 8 12 1.5 28
C 810- ... . ............. ....... s2 8.s 5.7
Lu818418.51 852 775 584.7
D W. . ----- ---- .. .......... 52 43. . .... 2 439 * 2

N8885 _ . .. _ __ _… _ _ . _ 339 337 5.4 5.5
w l . . w8 - .. _ ................... _ 1. t27 1.038 0.6 4.9
To5..41I _ _ ._ . ..4............... O 2 2 11 3.9 3.7
848m8.5 _.. . ..... . ....... 178 la18 5.4 4.9
F c H,_. ........ . ................ .......................... 374 260 4.0 2.7
P9g84148 w _5 .8 1 . .. ............. .... . ._.... .. 750 W2 9 C8.7
E4no 81 .. 8.. .h..M. ..... ... ....... 58 3.3 3S
kwr814881,488qh817 no _ -. .. _ 8 _._ _ __ _ _5 4 842 7,5 73
088884184888 ........ _ _ ._ ... 5301 307 4,9 4.8

ArikOC n d 4 85 pl l _.. ._. BB 6 127 8.4 9.5
c . ....... . _ .. 558 2.7 2.7
Sw w *r ulps f....h........ ..................... .. 362 282 33 0z

fOlE 6g 7 S n 4P u c
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HOUSEHOLD DATA

T.. A 12. A-.. -0 f ADO 8 lb n

HOUSEHOL DATA

lbl8 _ o.00 y .Aa8 .. odbd =8=0

a.-

85D 048 50. 5033 250 2.25 2M5 Mo 2 882

8-10...w1,*lS .8e. ........ 3........-.-----.. 25 28 18 20 Z. Z8 88 '8 .

. U T m W._4 - 0W

_ ____ .... _.. 2_ 2 _ _._ _ --- 2- 5 3 53 23
4498 0008,,, .,, t d8,0 0018_. 108....,o2

U4 T,_ ual. 8 0 8 .o. _-- 5.0~~~~~~~S 5* 80 &. Go 58 G.. S$ so

04008.. _______.______ 61 5 85 84 809 98 . S 80

rwvnT a.d._r.h . ..E.. . ...................................... D8 8 _ 0A

2031 ,I , ots. .d 3=28.0 ro.8 0 008 n8 *5 . nbl 08o SO .0 3 _3. r. a 0
0-8=a 43 - r- bO. - ra.D _ D 8 a _3. o, 

8
..n 0 ke, A bU r

98538 A-Il7 P00088840=8=108 rwl h8~p jbo88018oT e r bT 80.08080 .djoDT d

I-.-) v

MOT IN98HE LABOR llnCE

T o. . . . . .... ................. . ..... .. 0755 78.88= 2.078 2.0 00.s7 47.D.
Pew. .b~~~~~~~orwfd.,t -- 4720 4.797 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2.0 2028. 2860 2004

P 8 .w 88Sf 880 A.003............ 0148 1.08 . 103 _ ._ 0. . .............. 06 7 8

MULTIPLE JOBHOLDERS

T~~~aooal8=oSO.0.' - - 087~~~~~~~~~~~~~I2 S.8 .m 900 SIM0 0.07
.... ............. ....... ... ._ .._._ w........ 5.57 xr i " ST

r , b ry rs_ rvy r e rbo … 181- -- __._ -- Z~rI0= . Z41 02.5 1.715 1.71.
r oc8c=r~n ................ ... .......... … - 9700 000 800 742 47.... ._ ..... .ns

1 on rr o _3rlnb__ _____._ __ __ s.~~~~~~~~~71. *.6C .r1 M TQ2 7

I -- ._- -Pr-r _~ lfi, S 12 - a-

_ br- bo* w . - dsdbs
8848 ro r~ dFSob rn 000.0 * _.48=b,

r oo 8*0 O8=82b0 803 Ic .8 .o to 58 0 8 _ _

Ix - . - - _- o_,b - 0. - 0 0

8ITE 8. - .NPI2b5. a. t.
.~
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E0TASU3HMEI DATA MSA0L20USMA DATA

TI.bWS-I. I 5ss yO -7 hs5sys65I64.4sd4044746

kw-WY -- I -~~~~~~

1088 585ss 1=3127 1328 133M8 IN=* 531*860 1*M413 133*20 133*5 134.076 I34*41 .3

T.Wpft*... ~ ~ ~ 510.43 112*50 113.142 112.018 10.= 111.818 M=*2 I3048 112.233 112.187 .88

G..UV.&.kg ____ 2.241 32488 32.58 fl447 21IT 22.138 32.134 32.134 2l154 22.153 1

54.50U.W 4o684w8. am 1 640 844 847 547 624 an6 628 631 620 1
L~~~~18 71*~~~~~~~~M 67.2 67.8 67.6 88* 68.9 64.6 65.3 64.9 84*5 .4

6S06 5265 513 6784 538 626. 5504* 65. 163A 5884 571.2 4*3
OI44p9. U . -..... ..... 124*0 120.5 120.1 138.0 124.0 125.2 120.4 124. 1JO.? 127.7 1*0
1h%. -W*5 .84 l48.. . 212.7 22.1 53* 224.5 23.5 216.4 221.2 218.8 218* 218.5 -.3
C40"hg .- - 7318 78V 7.4 71.4 72.5 71.6 17.2 ??* 77*5 71. .5

8~4461,468bl.*ft JOLT__ . 18. 2108* 321* M"* 588.0 21439 216* 217.1 218* 328.6 4.1

~~ _______ - ~~~~~~~~~ 7.22 7*42 7*88 7*17 8*88 7,213 7.22 7*5 7*5 7.205 23
C-MO . d h"W b I.883 1.743*5 1.764A 5,740. 1*67*8 5*3.8 1*862 1*062 1M.78. 1.701.2 2.

6f068B.5 -- . = 6 674.8 673.2 8884 885,5 841.7 963* 646.8 0485 652. 4.2
M4.4606d.M 788.7 7MM 75.7 77IS 7423 7622 752.4 752.4 766. 7846 .1.6

H4.~.4408 Vh-I Ong863 JAV7. I64. lAWI 888. 820 63*4 620.2 8347 6402 .
66~~76580~s ........... 4~.063* 4.791.a 4*11l.7 4.770. 4.447.* 4,563.7 426.4 4.587.8 4*11. 4".620 566~~~~ 2.~~~~~~~~~176* 2.36 2288* 2*8.0 2.153- 2.160* Z22l8.7 2,1ng 2.1988* 2.211. 17.8

54046.W110 P.R.4Y bb .a*t . 2.4032 25.13. Z5252 2.48.8* 2M.933 2.402 2A402.7 2.407.8 2.417.8 2,410.6 2.1

14.406 14.304 14,44 14.20 54.302 14.201 14276 14.27 14*81 54.234 -27
Ps5006065l88~9 .--.-.- ~ .. 51.189 J0OAN 50.566 10.124 10.11? 10.092 50.08 10.011 10.381 10.270 .15

M..b 4. 8.88 8.36 IT76 6*5V 6.55 8.66 Led 8.960 8*5 1.624 .25
ft&0688W -l. 6.162 6.173 6.32 6.324 6.172 U.18 6.197 8.107 8214 6.210 .4

-.WP& U.64.7 054.1 5508.2 5504* 550.1 646.4 500.7 548.1 540.7 546.4 .2
540 ftwid P. 616* 010.6 5100 567.5 508.8 561.6 8812 488A 486. 486* .1.6
788881 447.1 462. 488.1 446* 488.4 488L2 4652 4064 400.3 466.3 1*D
F1.fth.W - l403 ~ 10.1?. 1.620 1.=7 1*54.7 1.505 1*207 1.521* 15* 1*5.7 1125.5 1*8
54.0.88 --- 1,1 44.3 1.159.9 5506.0 1,163.5 1.140.7 1.1582 5.1542 1.1058615.186*, 1,567.8 7.1
CIS,0A88-Id * 65....- ,. 1.320 IAMB. 1*21. 1.332 1,32. 1.=20 1.333.4 1*23. 5*34A 152 * -1.0

C.WA..W I MWI. 2%1. 215.8 21562 2158.0 211.8 25. 254* 254.7 258.0 215. .0
C~~ls~sl.4~~,8..3~~.s,886 … 15512 1002 104.7 134.4 1555 154.2 1543 154A j54.3 15647 .4

= :860.8s0.d .6:s1n . 451.5 446* 4492 448.7 457.0 446*5 44723 447.1 448*9 445.7 .12
66885588 9065488506 - ....~... 43322 442*5 442. "0S 43-6 42712 4202 440.4 4452 441* I

E6e.W "s4.sO5,.6... 47* 440.4 4390* 434A 47*0 442. 440.5 420.4 420.2 4302 4.0
Tl689.5880.b. j M11 ........ - ........ 1.773 1,7325.7 1,7632 1,7137.0 1.788* 1.778* 1.70423 1.762* 1,711.6 1,736.6 .2220

Md.868 5. sW P". ....... ... .- 5,110.6 1,0213 1*077* 1.0611* 1.530.9 5.062 1.076* 1,6667 5,278. 1.088 52
F-*88.. s lBW P. ... 571.4 506.0 S1* 6V5. 572.1 5668 565* 56. 55 8*5SM 58" -.1*
W .888. GU08641 .624 6512 887.2 M?6 654.5 882. 653.7 8572 8866 657.3 .7

5400ft 44 -f 5-.420 5*88 5*8 8.321 5.365 5*40 S.329 5*2D 51*56 5*310 .4
Po0404.lwl5*.k- -- - 3*67 3.913 3*1 3.M 5.045 3*04 3*6 3*4 3AW 3.880 .7

-- 11525.4 5.5102 51. 1.513.3 1.6 1404.3 1.8. 1,8.4 1.48M .58* 1,403.5 5,478.7 .4
ft-.m .d 1996588 100.4 5882 588.5 104*9 5952' 186.4 186* 186.18 500*9 i1.

T~~~I460 - ~~~ ------- 321.3 2Zl I 321A 232.7 23272 2325 223*- 2o 3225.7 221* -.3
T.58l6 0640s'Ist... 100. 178* 170. 1772 177*8 176.4 170*9 177*9 177*9 570.7 .0

APP.W ~ ~ ~ -, 2060 256* 254* 286* 205.0 256.2 257* 258. 3255.3 MO6 .5A
L~~1.5 .54 ~4 6188.'06,..., . . 42*9 42.8 43.6 42.1 423.7 42*6 42.6 42.5 42.4 43.5 -.1

Pp.1B 50PM- Psglt 588* 467*9 4572 451.7 4992 400.3 486.4 4956* 404.5 49008 -.3
P* *~ N dV. 863* 607.2 884.7 608.1 60185* 651.5 6 M5 62 6 582.7 602*6
Pnsl_ ,d 48gpl8 .._......... 55. 116.6 520,2 511.7 553.2 157.5 516* 556* 5172 116* .2
Ol.ss0..k .... ------ 863* 884.1 67.6 671.4 88.5 877* 876* 79 676 .3 8761 .678 1 2
7680 a40s 7m4, .., , .3 a2.5 '8634 552 887.1 63* 862.3 8032 6882 832 5.0

S.8 6.884.w . .50 66 b4..
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MASTAUS3M018T DATA

T~4 6. 8.vi~oon,0~.9.745.~k58y~ ~88 I d!,5
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ISP.. -d05 70 07 88 15ft 8 26

Ok- .lk-0lgr83 1
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ESTABUROMB8 DATA MSA88LS84588N DATA

T45b. B-I. Enft-.. - -.s45n 9.3188. by hbby 8.20 858 8.788d8 bW4..bY &W88C-o.

- ~~FT ~I S---V

pl~~~~~~~ ~ ~18A35 87,57 17.85 17.182 18.514 816858 18.in6 18,554 17.002 17234 52
78144888g..148.081~~~ ...~8s.. ~ 87337 a18535 8583. SAM8. 1804 61838.1 1880.89 8,74,3 5.9902 7AD" 14.6

8gm -.a*.. .. 1,182.8 1.185A 1.88.3 1.151.4 8.885,8 1883.3 88823. 1.16834 8.882, 1.8553 -8.
A-.&V8 584d 8h9.8485,.,., 748.8 7M3. 798A 785.8 818.8 858A 851.5 881.7 8853 887.8 2.5
hA ft* W 4 885888888188 15.8213.5 1,338.8 8.3434 8,338.3 815.5 8,32. .1,340 8,387.5 8.3213, 1,3.D 8.2

1.157.8 1,888.8 8.8884 1.881 1.81,11 8.878,2 8882.4 1,884.8 8,887.4 8881.2 3.8

-.,., 785.0 888.8 M.3 88A. 787.9 W58.8 8813 818.9 8850 887.0 283
M-9-88881 -8888 p88088.585 .. 1,788.1 8.783,3 1.7U 8,7127,7 8.785,0 1.734,8 8.735,7 i,725. 8,734.8 1.732.2 .27
485*b88w 888-8 - ..-,ft . 1182 8,3783 1418 8,324, 7=512 8.8874g 8,385.5 8,35.2 5.7iGM 8,318A 44?

A*88*U18888845888 ......... 754.1 82384 $1807.7 11=0 7.8873 74884 7,88.7 7.8374 7458.3 75.7 42,A
E88br8881 88408 3,53820 3,716.2 3.840 3,588 3,513.5 3,58.8 3,588.0 3.707,2 3,7384 3,788.8 3845
T-8884.888588------ --- 2.SJ 2343 353I 3,8562 3,788, 2438.7 2,387.7 2,538, 2.54BA 2,587.8 3,358,8 31.7

w*,88.48V 8888 744.7 7434 745,8 74520 753.8 753.3 758 4 751.7 752A4 753,2 A8
08.*t W bA818588484.885 I. 1.773 184,2 83.2 8,55I8l8 I.70884 1,722,4 8,73.0 8..754 8.738.8 1.740, 2.1

58488 n_888_888 58 _88885885 _a_ 32.8 332,0 318.8 MA4 =A 331.1 32335 328.7 334.4 338.7 .2.7

Ed.0 . .4h.9 8~.8V- , 816987 17.844 87458 17.378 172889 17.238 87,338 87.377 87.437 87,478 48
E048s85888 .88 ..... . - 3,82 2Z80 3,4517, 3,78. 3,712 2,522, ,3 2 ,537.8UT 2,83.7 2,888, 254

8~~8 5888 8814 88~~~ 8~~88* - 14,214.8 1433, 64,353.8 84.8518. 84,548.8 14.487.2 845.388 84.0384 14.571.4 84,65818 351~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~1.53,8 I355.7 2,387: I3W358 I'.810. 872372.1 IZ3D.35 I337A 12,3681) IZ,488. 384
54645858888 .84.'.,,.... 4,884.89. 3,1802 5,838.7 5,8385. 4,7.5 Sm. 584 0.8342 S,8A, 5.1317 8162

084588y4889............,.-....--388.8 31---.35-2,337-.8 ,5 21.844 2.1115 2,124,2 2.832. 2.37,7 5,2
08886.4858885 - 4484 482.4 48220 488.8 448,7 488. 4817? 408.2 462.7 4884 4,
H- h,.WM~ -8 8.688 Tr777 W8, 856.8 812.5 77M 788 418. 847,3 80,02 884.8 4.8

145.14888 … .,.,. 4,382~~~~~~1 .1 4,401,2 4A.456 4,8.8 4,38.5 4,38.8 4.3744 4,3882 4.333,2 4,483.8 124
8458588 ~~~~8854~~~8~~88t, 2 21.48 2,85445 2,558.7 3,82. 3,8384 3,358 254482 2.4402 Z,53,3 W228, 54

N8.kg- * ------ … ,, 1277 8's.57, 121 1.582 8,578. 8I12.7 8273. 8,575 .5 8772) 8.88A 34
5ssd14.ZI.385.8 2.8874 2,1818 3,888. 3,848. Z25.11 20.28, 2,M82.1 3884 2,2811 3,2

04h d .- … . 7688,3 7354 7.2,2 785,8 7874 7882 782 732.7 791,3 788,3 20

5,87884 88 s y 3708 13.438 83,481 8IZ85 12533 8273 13,78 82.888 83,82 13,75 -8
Aft.0, 88488.- 88r 8 8,81 3,838.8 3,1818 I8.873 8.8382 8,5244 AX 18 18 .8341 8A.844 8,835.8 .8.1
P.818*85880,58885858888.., 78.4 388. 388.4 377, 353. 388. 384.8 3838 3845 38'M8 .1,32

W.888 ~ 88 . .888 0888 888.t2 138.8 827. 838.8 888,3 117,3 887.8 887 .8 887 .8 885.0 8.4
A--..ft .&&& W .888.58 ........8555 1,418,3 8,888.4 1 .882,4 .W 1.484 8354.3 82459 1.34820 1.35324 8.3633 1,3440 .88,3

A...58. . dW 14 Isd . .. ..... 0. A.8 I.W8. 11.358. 11.03. .585. 13.981.1 80.534,2 83.9585 80.5827 115933. .48.

F880 8458848 0 h.6555 . ...... 8,588.7 5224.1 8,333. .187,5 8,831 8.8854 5.888,3 5,838.7 8,157.8 8,853.4 .53.7

08t.. 8~ , 5.489 5,545 5.385 3,44 5.436 5.405 5.478 5,477 5.472 SA48 -7
85744 .8 8.8888s8M S 8.2564 I,3444 .21=4 1=4 8,3484A 8,344, 1,44.3 1~2 8,3334 .8,8
P-W .r4 W ft -,. LMA.., .20 8,307 8,3884 8275 8,27845 8,288,4 1,32M3 1288.8I 1,308.8 12 S 8.4
M -MP8489 Id8558.8485858 2,38 3.88 3, 85I Z5.8 2,83. 283749 392.40 2,538.7 3,852.2 2,55 2.83,48,2 .2.8

Os....5885 ~~~~~~~~. … -, ~~28.452 20.833 20858 21.707 21.677 28.754 28.788 28,587 28,843 28,874 38
F8d5*. .......... 2.73 273 2.731 Z2.72 2.738 Z 2,72 3785 3,785 3,788 2.718 .8

1.544 -Mo 18 95.8 ,534 8.857,3 8.55320 8.4557 8448. 84484 8.537,5 8,537. 8.837,3 8,537.8 :.Z
U.S, P8885.4.MA 778,9 775.7 778.7 7MA 781,2 788,2 758. 788,2 788,7 .4

885.8885 … ..... 4AW 4.753 478 542 .08 5232 5,= 5,034 5.038 SAW5 84
s448g58888r4. O - .. - ,33. 897. 1,58286 2.50842 2,=7 3,277,8 ZV 3782-338.5 2827,3 328.M3 88.0

58885588888885. 8~88858184~8 - ... 3,727.8 27?773 2.771A 2 3738,3 2,738A 2,745.5 3,74746 2.75849 2,748. I2.7584 2.3
8888755888884 82~~~~~~~~~t.78 3,4 13,1 8 &'4 83,94 83,847 14..O 84285 84.88 14.888 14.105 88

7.5.85588888884581 . ..- ....... 74 2 .738, 5.183 8 7.85,53 7,793,2 7,83. 7,53.3 Y7,572 7.8824 7A.542 88,4
8.550888588.8055458888. ..... .135O 8,07, 8,34.97 G.1884, 11534 8.818& 8,8849 61858.8 188520 1,288 O8

mw 8 kw w . -" w 888585 k.87y881.8 "M y 8578540_5_.A_448 h55ub8 .4

kb80514. -t 8 ;; td Wdl.5.88581365555 Id 4 n..*q .81 4888888
881 .848 -88* 5588 I = p8=.448,..
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ESTABLUS94OUE DATA MSABIJ39NE94 DATA

T8.b B~LA-. 9 onO Owh1-m1ssoqWO,'-p0 -a..., p" y kb80y ..doo.d

I..8~0on~7*08 I f -- b 0.o4y
M0.4d

zlzlft' S. c. 2005-

TO00~~4oa~~o........... 335. 33. 33.9 338 3319 33.7 33.7 33.7 33.7 33.7 0.0

G4040-9,00o04g -- ~~~~~~~ 38.7 397 4083 409 40.1 39.9 38.9 38.0 39.9 39.9 .0

94011 .0090 O4400kg........ .3 45.5 48.4 48.8 44.5 45.8 45.8 45.8 45.0 45.9 -..

C- .U-37.8 38.8 39.3 35A 381 38. 395 38.2 US. 391 -.9

0009109015.9109 ~~~~~~~~~. .~40.8 39.9 40.5 4190 40.9 40.4 40.4 40.5 40.5 40.5 .0
00081.1- 8 h - . . 4.7 4.3 4.7 4.8 4.9 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.5 44 -.1

010o500gf4 . 40.9 40.3 41.1 41.5 49.2 40.8 40.9 41.9 49. 41.0 1
0.0118h .00 ~4.8 41 4.9 4.8 4.7 4.4 4.4 4.8 4.7 4.5 -.2

400049,040. d 39.7 39.8 39.9 40.0 404 3996 39.5 39.8 39A 39.5 .9
W- f o*M - 43.0 41.8 42.3 43.1 434 49.0 41.7 49.8 41.8 42.1 .5

PM~~y MA& 42.8 42A 42.8 431 43.1 42.5 42.7 43.9 43.0 43.8 .8
FW~i.t~d IW ----- 48.7 40.3 40.7 41.1 491 40.7 40.7 40.9 40.7 40.8 -.1

M_____-- _ 41.5 41.8 41.9 42.0 42.1 41.9 419. 42.9 43.0 41.9 -2
Co091 NW4 ~ tl an 04.4Pd-04 40.1 39,7 39.8 48.? 4013 39.9 3.89 40.1 390 401 1
E004094 .qAo-o.n .9910.0.-- 40.8 402 41 1 41.7 4086 401 402 40.9 40.8 492 .3
T1.W .~881 0lw09 .f 421 40 42.7 43-0 42 49.-8 42.2 42.2 42.8 42.4 -4

001o~~01p009t............ 435 ~~~ 398 42. 432 42.4 49A 42.0 41.9 429 42.3 -.4
FbO_ ,a4. .p0 b .4t.0..... 398. 392 398 3908 39.3 391 39.3 3913 392 392 .0
944l.o,98188138.0 37.8 38. 3980 3894 38.8 397 382 3AT 38.8 .1

N-d-bb Q..d -. ---- 4091 394 3998 402 4091 39.7 39,7 39.7 39.7 39.7 .9
0..0010 ..-......h.... 4.8 43 4.5 4.7 4.4 413 4.3 4.3 43 413 .0

Fo-d h.8 9 . - 398 3898 381 395 39.3 3980 385 39.0 3399 39.7 -.9
B-g. W M - V~009oftCW . 39.8 4080 4086 39.9 392 39.0 4080 35.9 40.0 39.5 -.5
T~k ft-39.9 398 480 400 402 40.4 401 402 39.9 3989 I.
T~ft38.7 M 315 384 38.7 39.1 397 39 38.2 38.5 38.3 :.2
A9 .8.....--------------- 35.5 349 351 39.0 392 3531 38.4 3551 336 35.2 -.4
L. - dM dt - - 372 39A 381 395 391 38.9 38. 393 394 394 0
P9 9 04 9 9,OO0p o-.b ------ 42.4 4199 42.3 42.7 42.3 4231 422 4232 42.4 4234 .0
P099,Q40981.499100O0.Wlk X. 84 39.1 39.1 39.9 3913 384 39.2 394 38.3 394 .9
P.Vd4.w O49.048 40.8 45.5 44I 47.9 48.9 45.8 45.8 45.4 45.2 40.9 1.7
Ch~lk.0 -. - - - 42.7 49.8 49.9 42.9 4258 4213 43.1 42.0 41.7 42.9 .3
P81400. .44 90440 ........-..... 40.9 39.0 39.9 4085 40.3 39.8 39.8 39.8 39.9 40.1 2

99,4. .,000041.. ... 32.3 32.8 33.5 3231 323. 32.4 33.4 3234 3234 3234 50

T71.4 .0718901f d088. 330 33.8 335 33.4 33.9 33A 32.3 3313 331 331 50

40911.W.8 .....94 .. .. 37.9 37.5 375 37.7 375 37.8 37.6 31.8 37.5 37.8 A1

RO999.0....0... .0 .. ~30.9 3150 309. 30A 30.9 39.8 30.5 30.5 3095 30.5 50

To. 09a 59od IIW-o918 ..... .... 37.4 37.1 37.0 39.8 37.5 37.1 3750 3750 3.9. 39.8 -.3

95081.. … ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~495 49.9 41.1 42.4 41.4 40.9 41.2 4912 4913 41.9 .8

W - o ......... .... ..... .. ...... ... -3912 39. 3.8 390 8. 3913 38.8 3 .4 39.6 39.4 38.6 12

Fh,..dW d~~tk. 332 33.9 33.9 33.7 335 395 30 39.1 390 38.0 .0

7n*o.4 b1.L49o Ii. .... ...... 34.0 3412 3413 3413 34.7 34.1 34.1 341 341 34.3 .1

Ed0.0.01. M .40. o*s . 33.4 32.7 32.9 33.9 33.5 3230 33.0 32.7 33.5 32.7 .2

L.90l0100hd.O990Y ..... ~.... - 25.3 394 2394 25.3 39.0 258 25.8 25.7 25.7 358 .1

095101*3099 312 3912 30.9 3150 399 3150 31.0 39.0 30.9 -.9

1~89,0851015101001 ~ 0909*84 80.800199080099000941800 11 .01.00 W
100104050,98 0,.98109.9180,41140.091 101951017 tk 0.4098.
.00e-, 898v. 00940.4094T998111598 l.09l090-4 f0 0= 9,080y.

.ppoolo~14 8.0419099.910.09P59101401118PO." 11901P0081
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MSAE8J54U$5 DATA ESAWSUS4MON ATA

T*&BlS A-Wh. 948.4y...*.6. ~f". p-omn.¶o7~o mo.olopdb bft¶46y..d~¶
..hd.d l40by 4.65

to^ - 0 1 A-p -. W U.11W

M"" I z I 0 1 = I M I

TAM _Sp¶ 179 S11960 1166 s1e 22 1535S4 S54S4 s544.43 154.24
S -. ft .6 d _- - 15.77 1414 1815 16.18 533M 543692 54424 54527

Go --- ------- 17.40 17.63 17.70 17.74 650.75 659.61 713.31 72156

No.W ¶ d *h__ 17.97 14.73 1.64 18.74 796m07 651.76 664.90 877.03

-... 2.. 54 14.56 1954 ¶4.73 7319 754.93 7649 777M36

.______ _ 11| 4 4635 16.4 6 I5N0 1863 683.1 65795 6ns6 6S1.3

D." ....d - ¶ . 17.06 1721 17.42 17.43 497.75 6493. 715.96 7M.35
wyod p_ _ _ 13.14 13.18 13.05 13.09 5216 521.43 95.70 52.60
t4¶ t

46
wpoI _ 1_6.51 16.92 6.84 186.73 7IW.O 703.87 71233 721.06

F _ - ..... ¶6.84**+ sBs 16 94 4 ¶49.09 606349 603.06 811.49 s7,5s
F48_a00 n6 ¶ _ ___ ¶5.43 19.44 ¶5.45 15 92 621.6 o34.35 644632 654.31

-r _ _ _ __ ¶160a 17.11 16.45 ¶6. 45929 711.75 705.12 704.12
.C n _.0 d * P.___ ¶ 17.48 14.93 18.63 18.49 7o.9s 739.61 741.47 792.54

Ebi~q.t ¶Bh9.¶d 4¶o 1A s9.6 15.36 19.30 1923 6032. 61426 63s.3 635
T¶W68SW UO¶B - .- 21.91 21.As 22.34 22.44 836.79 665.94 951.74 464292
F 46 ¶6d NW _1 b 1- _ 3.39 13.49 13.47 13.3 519453 577.24 533.41 537.77
MW fl¶6¶6*dl*9 ._d...- 1397 1424 ¶14 ¶4.11 90.4 53.sA2 54722 546w

_.W, 9.ft _sm23 15s33 1524 15.30 610.72 604.66 60B 9 615.06
Food n3d 13.9 ¶3.08 ¶302 ¶3 99 12.97 5208 669.14 50921 512.32

GMao. d 6614- P6 19.17 19.01 1.46 ¶4.61 76247 764.40 75024 742.4
T llf l1 _ _ _ _. . ¶25 12.44 144 12.44 458.75 49262 445.40 497.eo
To bpo . ._. _ 11.49 11.75 11.75 11.6 444. 444.15 451.3 4523.4
A6d ... _._._..... _ _. ._ ._ _ .......... 9.93 1027 102. 19.38 35352 354.42 365.16 345.50
L.0- .Bddidp6d P-k...........I... -1.9 ¶1.5 11.9 ¶1.75 436.6 443.1.4 443.51 450.45
Pow .0 POW 0,680 ¶821 18.264 177.3 17954 771 763.54 758.44 766M7
POlOf d odmd 61dM t0b .. 15.46 S n 15.73 15.3 14.01 612. ss9a 606.24 6.79
Pod. 6d cod P. _- ------- 24.44 24.56 24.06 2425 1.119.35 1117.4 1¶073.97 1.¶61.8

14.44 15.71 14.73 *9.67 630.09 414.8 686 eo 834.54
P5.4846 01181 .p _ * 6. 14.75 14.91 14.49 14A41 9S.44 574.51 59162 613.46

Pd.% - ."- t 19s34 15.63 15.61 , 15.79 49594 509.54 507.33 51023

Tlod.. 6B60... 0P18 ¶ 14.45 15.00 14.95 15ID2 49.94 544.99 500.13 501.07

Y_.W.b ___Vb __ . 17.71 18.23 1¶.16 136 645.90 6 2.50 691.04 68.40

R . _ .W 1¶221 ¶Z43 12-3 12.38 37729 36.33 382.54 374.22

TM4p.-W. .5I .Wh.I -_ .251 ¶4.o ¶6.2 16.13 617A7 12328 632.34 614.34

Lr46.6 .. ---- --- 25.. 9 25.64 26.55 27.15 ¶9074.44 1.103.12 1,09121 1,151.16

o n __._. ____ 21.73 2zn 22.15 2z52 756.63 606.93 610.69 019.73

Fh4d _. .- ---- - 17.62 17.93 17.92 17.97 62022 643.65 643.33 84123

PFt1.44 5 d0.. -- _ _ 17.7 17M3 17.46 t7.97 593.98 613.21 612.6o 616.37

E6 n. dr W._ -- . .... _ ..... . 18.36 15.77 14.73 14.8 528.12 944.32 543.40 54634

L I 8 --- .. 9....84 9.61 9.04 429 224.18 227.60 224.66 25425

o.. ......... ._ .,. ...... 14.06 14.14 14.14 14.29 433.5 44I.17 44A.2 441.56

¶ 046 1606.1. I. �6 6.2 
0 0681*617.

' S. fbW.W 1, tbCb S-2. P=V**-
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Thank you, Chairman Saxton. This is a very important hearing because it is our first look
at jobs data that begin to reflect the impact of Hurricane Katrina. I want to commend
Deputy Commissioner Rones for the hard work that the Bureau of Labor Statistics staff put
into producing this month's employment statistics under truly extraordinary circumstances.

Obviously this month's employment report is dominated by the devastating impact of
Hurricane Katrina on the Gulf coast. The human costs were tragic and the property losses
staggering. For the economy as a whole, the net job losses in September were 35,000.
That is substantially below what markets were expecting, which may reflect the difficulty
we face in getting a clear picture of the impact of the hurricane on employment.

We don't know what this month's employment report would have looked like without
Katrina, but we do know that prior to Katrina. the labor market was still feeling the effects
of the most protracted jobs slump in decades. The growth in payroll employment since job
losses peaked in May 2003 has been modest by the standards of most economic
recoveries, and we haven't seen very many months of truly healthy job growth.

Although the unemployment rate has come down, it is still considerably higher than the 4
percent rate achieved in the expansion of the 1990s. There is evidence of hidden
unemployment, with labor force participation and the fraction of the population with a job
still at depressed levels.

Finally, of course, there is the disappointing performance of wages. The typical worker's
earnings are not keeping up with their rising living expenses. Gasoline prices have been
high and home heating costs are expected to be substantially higher this winter than they
were last winter. The real wage gains we have seen in the past year or so have been
concentrated in the upper reaches of the wage distribution, while real earnings in the
middle and lower portions of the distribution are falling.

I am troubled by the fact that President Bush wasted little time exercising his power to lift
the federal law governing workers' pay on federal contracts in the hurricane-ravaged
areas. That provision, known as the Davis-Bacon Act, requires federal contractors to pay
the prevailing or average wage in the region.
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According to the Department of Labor, the prevailing wage for construction labor is about
$10 an hour in New Orleans, where last year the overall poverty rate was about two
percentage points higher than the national average and 25 percent of children lived in
poverty. It's certainly hard to take seriously the President's rhetoric about wanting to lift
families out of poverty while legitimizing sub-par wages for workers rebuilding their
communities on the Gulf Coast. The Davis-Bacon wage protection for workers should be
restored immediately.

The American economy is resilient, and forecasters expect that reconstruction efforts in
the wake of the Gulf hurricanes will stimulate a recovery in jobs from the depressed levels
we see in this month's jobs report. I hope they are right.

But I also hope President Bush has noticed that many American workers do not feel they
are a part of the economic recovery. That was reflected in the Conference Board's
consumer confidence index, which dropped by 17.9 percent last month, its largest decline
since October 1990, and in the University of Michigan's index of consumer sentiment
which posted ts largest drop since December 1980. Economic insecurity is not just
growing, It's becoming palpable.

I look forward to Deputy Commissioner Rones' statement and to a further discussion of the
September employment situation.
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